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An effort is being made to or
The final report on the amount
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a band for Gallup,
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of Victory bonds taken in this
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county
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and dollars the estimate made band leader in England, has the
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number
a
there
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being
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"All this week there has been a this county had oversubscribed of trained musicians here who
K
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about $25,000, but the final
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.
IF'" l r-Uh.l-lsteady increase among the prohave played in bands. Several
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RESULTS
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has
had.
Fourth
Arran
that
the
ever
it
oversubscripLEFT IS
perty owners who are rejecting tion
to nearly $40,CC2). of the Gallup boys who have gements are under way to form
amounts
of voters ces:eo
the paving plans proposed by the
cam been in the army have played in a program and to finance the celtown board. A conservative es- During the five war. bond
bands and they will ebration. A
McKinley county lis regimental
meeting was called The election contest cases
The spring:: term of the district timate, arrived at by interview paigns
be home soon and it is expected
about
to
subscribed
$7CO,C20
last
for
night for all interested brought by Frank Mapel, demo
court closed its sesssion in this ing a number of the effected pro worth of bonds a
that they' could be induced, to to attend and discuss the
reccci.
splendid
plans. crat, to the election of J. H.
county Thursday after a vast perty owners, is that fully 90 per Chairman Samuel Bushman, for play in a town band.
I. H, Ford, John Kirk, Roman
'
'
'
who
of
those
the
cent
Republican, as sheriff,
signed
amount of court business had
The plan is to secure sufficient
' Have turned the bond drives in this county,
Hubbell, Ray Aldrich and sev and George Keepers, democrat,
been transacted. Judge Hickey, paving petition
expresses his appreciation jfye money by popular subscription eral others are taking 'an inter- to the election of David O. Garwho was elected to succeed Judge completely against the project
'
tie to make a first payment on in est in the celebration plans and cia, Republican, as county treasfor starting the work at this the help rendered during
Raynotds, presided. ,
drives and for the response c ,e struments and that the instru it is expected that the most ela urer, were thrown out of court
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number of cases of import time.
the people to the calls $wr ments be turned over to the town borate propram of athletic and by
Judge Hickey during the ses
ance were disposed of, several The feeling generally expressed by
in the following board's custody so that they Indian events ever arranged for sion of
subscriptions,
is
court held this week in
that they have been deceived;
divorces granted and one injuncwill be town property and not to
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the
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The state supreme
not
realize the
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day
had
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is possible
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that
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by the defeated caning cases of the town of Gallup the petition and that many signof the There is already considerable celebration will be extended over didates.
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vs. John Stalick, Mrs. Frakoyick ed on the spur of the moment
interest in the proposed band two or three days. If a one day
a
great Liberty Loans, the Victory and
That the contest would end as
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to
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State
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shop
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no pisk tea," he tola
himself, "it's no picnic." At Tucson
he knew that the situation was
grave one, but his talk with Brandon,
who knew his river as does a good Insignificant
dian, made the year
eventful one. Matt Hamlin, too, whose
he,
shrewd eyes had grown river-wis- e,
too, had had tales to tell of the tricky
river. Maldonado, the naif oroea, naa
confirmed their portents while they sat
together under bis oleander, famous
throughout that section of the country. And powerfully had Cor'nel, the'
Indian who had piloted Estrada's party
across the desert, whom RIckard bad
met at the Crossing, deeply had he Im
pressed him. The river grew Into
malevolent mocking personality; he
could see it a dragon of yellow waters,
dragging Its slow,' sluggish length
across, the baked desert sands ; deceiving men by Its Inertness; luring the
explorer by a mild mood to rise suddenly with Its wUd fellow, the Gila,
sending boat and boatmen to their
swift doom.
RIckard was thinking of the half- breed, Maldonado, as he Inspected .the
new stretch of levee between the
towns. He bad heard from others be- -,
sides Estrada of the river knowledge
of this descendant of trapper and
squaw, and had thought It worth while
to ride the twenty miles from down
the river to talk with him. The man's
suavity, his narrow silts of eyes, the
lips thin snd facile, deep lines of cruelty falling from them, had repelled
his visitor. The mystery of the place
followed him. Why the 'dobe wall
surrounded the
which completely
small, low dwellings? Why the cautious admittance, the atmosphere of
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"Innes! Mr. RIckard said good ultimate failure the growing belief la
ertly at Tom sulking at the head of
own table.
the omnipotence of the Great Yellow
nlshtl"
GERTY HARDIN'S DINNER PROVES AN ORDEAL FOR ALL
"Poor sulky Achilles," ah thought
She gave him the tips of her cool, Dragon aa the Cocbpahs visualised it
'
honest old bear!"
browned fingers. Her eyes did not Estrada's work was as Intense as
"Dear,
WHO ARE PRESENT.
.
-Innes 1" cried Mrs. Bardhu
meet his; she would not meet that though he were hastening a sure vic
She turned to find that the guest laughing scrutiny.
tory. The dauntless spirit of the elder
Estrada poshed the track over the not
was staring at her. She had not heard
"Good night, Mr. RIckard.1
ynoptlfc K. 0. RIckard, an engineer of the Overland Pacific, la
sands where he must dance at times
his effort to Include her In the con
called to the office of President Marshall In Tucson. While waiting RIckto keep his feet from burning. Many
versation.
CHAPTER XI.
ard reads a report on the ravages of the Colorado river, which occurred
of the rails they laid at night
"Mr. RIckard asked yon If you like
v The Fighting Chanoa.
Hardin
despite the efforts of Thomas Hardin, head of the Desert Reclamation
"Rlekard'a goad
It here?"
company. Hardin had been a student under RIckard In an eastern col"Thank yon why, of course I" Her
back, spying I" announced told his family the next morning.
"Casey's
lege and had married Gerty Holmes, with whom RIckard had fancied he
answer sounded pert to herself.
Wooster at men one evening. By that "Building a lfivee between the towns I
was In love. Marshall tells RIckard the Orerland Pacific must step in to
Her sister-In-lahastened to add time the feeling gainst "Marshall's The man's off his head."
sare the Imperial valley and wishes to send RIckard to take, charge.
"There Isn't any danger?" Gerty's
that Miss Hardin was very lonely, was man" was actively hostile. There had
RIckard declines because he foresees embarrassment In supplanting
all alone in the world ; that they been a smudge of lumbering fires be- anxiety made the deep blue eyes look
really
Hardin, but la won over. RIckard goes to Caleztco and. on the way,
Insisted on her making her home with fore RIckard had left the towns. black.
learns much about Hardin and his work. RIckard meets Mr. and Mr.
them.
Innes looked up for Tom's answer.
Panned by much talk during his ab
'
Hardin and tones Hardin; the former's half slater. At the company
Innes had with difficulty restrained sence, it bad burst Into active blase. His face was ugly with passion.
offices be finds the engineers loyal to Hardin and hostile to htm. RIckard
a denial. After alL what other home They were ready to show their resent"Danger I It's a bluff, a big show
attends a meeting of the directors and asserts his authority. Hardin
had she? StUl the truth had been de- ment against the man who har sup- of activity here because he's buffa
rages. Estrada, a Mexican, son of the "Father of the Imperial Valley,"
flected. She recalled the sacrifice It planted Hardin, their Napoleon, If it loed; he doesn't know how to tackle
tells RIckard the general situation and expresses forebodings that the
had been to cut her college course In cost them their places. By this time the Job out there." work will fall. Innes Hardin la bitter against RIckard for supplanting
order to make a home In the desert the cause of the desert was as comIt had, began to look that way to
her brother, ont she tries to cheer up the latter, Hardin discovers that
for the brother who had always so pelling to these hardy soldiers as were more than one. It was talked over
RIckard Is planning a levee to protect Calexlco and puts him down as
gently fathered her, who had helped the lily banners of Prance to the fol at Coulter's store; la the outer office
Incompetent Gerty thinks her husband Is jealous.
her Invest her small capital that It lowers of the Little Corporal.
of the D. R. company where the engi
RIckard was not expected. He had neers foregathered; among the chair
might spell a small income. She re
called his resistance when she had been gone less than a week. The ef tllters who idled In front of the DesCHAPTER X Continued.
Gerty teasing Tom to wear bis Tux- called In a mortgage; who could watch fect of his return was that of a per ert hotel. "The men does not know
edo.
that mad scapegoat of a river playing son who returns suddenly into a room, how to tackle his Job I" A levee, and
She didn't need to pierce those can"Isn't one dude enough for your pranks with desert homes and not hushing an active babel of tongues. the
held up! . What protection to
vas walls to know that there had growled her surly lord. Innes recog- yearn to help? - Not a Hardin. She kHe knew what he would find, ample the gate
towns would be that
levee if
been feverish activity for this dinner. nized the mood and shrank from the still gloried In remembering that she reasons why! He was not given the the river should return ontoy
one of Its
new
A
gown would appear tonight, ordeal ahead. It was the mood of had at least driven one pile into that satisfaction of locating any particular
A levee, and the
made secretly. An exquisite meal, the Hardin In the rough, the son of rebellious stream, even If When she act of disobedience.
The 'ten pre- spectacular sprees?
Intake Itself not guarded? He was
and no one must comment on Its elab- his frontier mother, the fruit of old left the, valley It would be aa a bread sented a blank wall of politeness, reaof as Incompetent; one of
Twice Tom and she had Jasper Glngg, whose smithy had been winner. She was prepared.
oration.
Silent ex whispered
She was sonable and Ineffectual.
clerks.
Marshall's
He was given a
been asked to take their lunch at the the rendezvous for the wildest roughs, a good draftsman; she would go as plained briefly that he had not been
short time to blow himself out A
hotel. "Because of a headache I" ; A the fiercest cattlemen In Missouri.
an apprentice in an architect's office. able to collect enough men. Most of
bookman, a theorist
headache I
'Td let him see yon knew whafs She had already settled on the arcbi-tect- l the force was busy In the No. 6 dis
"As well put sentinels a few miles
WisTom's wife coald not even shop what even If we do live like gipsies."
trict trying to push the shattered
from
prison and leave the jail doors
new route before
openly! Bundles iad always the air
"Are yon going to Los Angeles taria through by
The answer to that was another
of mystery, never opened before Tom growl. Innes could hear him dragging soon?" She heard the new manager that year's crops were entirely ruined. open !" This was Woosters gibe. All
A gang was at Grant's Heading; the saw the Colorado as a marauder at
or herself. She must have yards of out the process, grumbling over each address his host
emerlaid
floor needed bracing. Another squad, large. "And a little heap of sand
stuff
away, kept for sudden
detail. That confounded laundry had Tm taking orders I"
to scare It off! It's a
stacked
gencies.
There was another awkward mo Irish's, was in the Volcano Lake re- scream I" up
torn his shirt He hadn't a decent
were
for
where
"She can't help It It's her disposiexcavating
they
gion,
was
name.
his
when
Where
ment
his
to
Hardin
collar
pushed back his
Mrs. Hardin found It difficult to
tion. She can't help being secretive. black string tie? If Gert would keep plate declaring he had reached his the new headgate.
meet
with diplomacy the confidences
was
RIckard
"No hurry for that"
Look at your face, Innes Hardin!" his things in the lowest drawer I Hang limit; it was too big a spread for him I
What was it to her, the pettiness of that button t Gerty emerged from the It was the stupid rudeness of the glad to pick a flaw in such a perfect which Inevitably came her way. As
a woman whom an accident of life had encounter, her face very red. Innes small bad boy; even Innes flushed for pattern. "You might have witndrawn Hardin's wife she was expected to en- those men and put them to won on Joy the universal censure the new man
swept upon the beach beside her? could see her biting her Hps to keep her sister-in-lawas acquiring., Gerty's light touches,
Gerty was not her kind, not the sort the tears back as 'she put the last With resolution Gerty assumed con the levee."
too slight for championship, passed as
to
do
no
was
"I
given
authority
she would pick out for a friend. She touches to the table.
of
role
conversation.
Her
the
trol
a sweet charity. Her own position
that"
was an oriental, one of the harem
"She's tired out," thought the sister sounded casual; no one coald have
those days was trying. She did not
to
the
chief
The
accept
pretended
women, whose business it is in life to of Tom Hardin.
"She's probably suspected it of frequent rehearsal
case of chang- yet know her diplomatic lesson.
please one man, to keep his home soft, fussed herself to death over this din- They must not talk of the river; that reason; else it were a
Apparently unaware of the talk,
bis comforts ready, keep him con ner."-'
;
was taboo. Railroad matters were ing horses in midstream. What be
RIckard
spent the greater part of his
Is
desire
the
difficult
vinced, moreover, that it
Equally
,A few minutes later RIckard ar also excluded.
time superintending the levee. He
of his life t support her. Herself dis- rived in a sack suit of tweeds. Gerty's would be reminiscences of Lawrence
could trust no one else to do It no
with a
satisfied, often rebellious, staying by
greeting was a little abstracted. How days. So she began brightly
one unless it were Estrada, who was
not for love ah, could she make Innes understand to current book. The theater proved a
him for
rushing his steel rails through to the
that was her impeachment. "Not lov tell Tom to change his coat? The safe topic, and by that natural route
front and was needed there.
wno
New
York,
rememtones,
reached
ing!"
they
she
a
of
host
suddenly
duty
Things were moving under his con
Soberly she covered her plain bras bered, was to dress down rather than had never been farther east than Chi
stant goading. The extra pay was
siere with a white waist of cotton up to the chances of his guest She cago, was grateful to play audience.
showing results. He should be at the
ducking. A red leather belt and crim- regretted bitterly her insistence. Was Hardin, who knew his New York per
to be
Heading now, he kept telling himself,
son tie she added
ever anyone so obtuse as Innes7 air. haps better than either, refused
but he was convinced that the Instant
"Where Is my bloodstone pin?"
RIckard would see that they thought drawn Into the gentle stream.
turned his back, the work on the
he
Had
must
be
Hadn't she spent an hour at least it a big event She was watching the
kept sprightly.
Things
levee would stop; and all the reasons
mntchlng that pnrticular leather belt? curtain where Tom would emerge, Mr. RIckard met many of the valley
excellent I Some emergency would be
But he was a man, In battle. The And his coat was a style of several people? And It was then that she
cooked up to warrant the withdrawal
the
bomb
too
toward
was
her
held
listening,
bad,
it
threw
She
headgate
up;
seasons ago and absurdly tight!
of the hands. Chafe as he might at
8llent, Bodefeldt, Wooster, Grant, all made an unintelligible excuse ana silent Hardlns. She would like Mr.
the situation, it was to be guerrilla
of them fighting mad because of the darted behind the portiere.
RIckard to meet some of their friends.
warfare. Not a fight in the open, he
deadlock at the Heading.
All up In
be
would
delighted,
he
said
He
was
that
Tom's face was apoplectic. He
knew how to meet that but that bafarms, at last, against Marshall, be- Wrestling with a mussed tie; the col but that he was planning to leave
fling resistance, the polite silence of
cause of this cruel cut to their hero, lar showed a
shortly for the Heading.
desperate struggle.
the office when he entered "Well,
Hardin. Her eyes glowed like yellow
her
not
did
course."
She
"Of
to
give
Gerty made wild signals for him
be doing my way pretty soon,
they'll
meant
to
She
lamps as she recalled their fervid par change his clothes.
speak.
She waved a husband time
or
name Isn't RIckard. That's
my"
!
tisanship.
She was planning to give
hand indicating RIckard; she pointed afterward
flat"
"Only one man who can save the to Tom's sack suit lying on the floor something a bit novel In his honor.
He was fretting to be .at work, to
She refused to see the glare from the
valley, and that's Tom Hardin." Woos where he had walked out of it
the wheels of the 0. P., its vast
start
ter had said that; but they all bedinner
man
In
his
outgrown
angry
"What is It all about?"
toward his problem. He
machinery
lieved It. The loyalty of the force
the
coat She did not glance toward
"Ssh," whispered his wife. Again
knew that that organization, like well- think
made her ashamed of her soft woman
Jtlckard
Mr.
did
What
sister.
drilled militia, was ready for his call.
fears. For there were times when the wild gestures.
about a progressive ride?
call lagged, not that he did not
The
"Well, aren't you satisfied? Don't
she questioned her brother's ability.
sounds very entertaining, but
a
look
need
like
I
men, but there was no place
His.
Meet
Did
guy?"
Not
Her
a
had
He
Eyes
large, loose way of handling
what do you do?"
He could be heard distinctly In the
ready for them. The camp, that was
things. He was too optimistic. But
Tom.
loud
from
There was a
guffaw
had seen at the Heading, his peep at another rub. There was no camp ! It
those men, those engineers must know. next room. Gerty gave It up in de- With deepened color Gerty told her the
exposed valley, his gleaning of was not equipped for a sudden infla
It was probably the man's way of spair. She dabbed some more powder idea. A drive, changing partners, so the river's
like
went
out
nose
history had convinced him tion of men. The inefficiency of the
on
and
her
looking
sweeping ahead, ignoring detail. The
he could meet all the guests.
In
and concentration lay projectors of this desert scheme had
haste
that
a
a
martyr!
martyr
very pretty
men told
verdict of those field-trie- d
"I think it will, surprise you to find the valley's only chance. He must re- never seemed so criminal as when he
RIckard praised the miracles of the
her that the other, the careful, planso many nice people In here; it cer- fuse to see the insubordination of the had surveyed the equipment at the InInning way, was the office method. RIck- tent Gerty's soft flush reminded
tainly did me. One doesn't expect to engineers, the seasoned desert sol take. "Get ready first; your tools,
"Exit
Innes,"
old
nes
relation.
of
their
ard, ns a dinner neighbor, she had
find congenial people in a new country diers. He needed them, must win your stoves, your beds." That was the
and
red
when
Tom,
found Interesting; but for great un- she was thinking,
their confidence if he could. If not training Of the good executive, of men
element like this."
dertakings a man who would let a perspiring, brought another
RIckard remembered that he had they must save the valley anyway I like Marshall and MacLean. Nothing
room.
the
discomfort
Into
of
Gerty Holmes jilt him, ruin his life
to
back to his hotel. He had let- The Imperturbable front of Silent his to be left to chance; to foresee emerGerty ushered them Immediately to tersget
for html The whole story sprang at
to
write. It had been a splendid
big stare, exasperated him; gencies, not to be taken by them unlast clear from the dropped lnnuendos. the table. She covered the first min dinner! And what a wonderful home bland,
easier to control the snapping terrier aware. The reason of Hardin's down
She adjusted a barrette In her utes which might be awkward with she had made out of a
lot of a Wooster. He had told Silent dis fall was his slipshod habits. How could
Somewhere she
smoothly brushed . balr. Slowly she her small chatter.
I He spoke of the roses
out
a
tent
of
tinctly to gather his men and rush the he be a good officer who had never
well
to make
walked over to the neighboring tent had read that It was not
levee.
A good soldier had made a bet- drilled as a soldier?. There was the
His
eyes
and
the
glories.
morning
Gerty frowned at the white duck. apologies for lack of maid or fare. fell on the open piano, the reading ter guess than bis, and had stopped gap at the intake, Hardin's grotesque
Mr. RIckard remembered
"You might at least have worn your Besides
with the current magastnes. the casual work at Black Butte, or folly, widened from one hundred feet
Lawrence!
That dreadful dining table
blue!"
Now
couldn't understand why they had found Indians I Thoughtfully to ten times the original cut; widening
he
table! How she
"You're elegant enough for the two room, the ever-swent
ever
RIckard followed that last suggestion every day. with neither equipment nor
to that hotel!
had hated it though she had not
of us. Isn't that something new?"
were shining as deep across the ditch into Mexlcali.
camp adequate to push through a work
eyes
Gerty's
she
was
until
how
known
fearful
it
Gerty said carelessly that she had
he of half the original magnitude. Cuton which the sun plays.
water
of
recruits
He
the
all
pools
gathered
had It for a long time. For she had had escaped.
The Indians, ting away, moreover, was the island,
She looked almost infantile as. she needed that morning.
"We are simple folk here, Mr. RIck
had the material a long time! It
stood by the two tall men, her head lasy Cocopahs, crept out of their huts Disaster Island; It had received apt
took
as
to
her
to
she
wasn't necessary
announced,
explain
ard,"
they
and I to earn a few of the silver dollars held christening by the engineers, its bap
birdlike. "Good-by- l
husband's sister that It had been their places around the pretty table. perched
come
out to them by the new white boss. tismal water the Colorado. The last
again!"
you'll
hope
made-u- p
that week. She hoped that That was her only allusion to deficienI
A few Mexican laborers were bribed floods had played with it as though It
come
course
he'd
Of
again
she didn't look "fussed up." Would cies, but It covered her noiseless move"And yon will let me know when to toss up earth to the west of the were a bar of sugar. There was no
Mr. RIckard think she was attaching ments around the board between
1
set the date town. Estrada, at his request put a rock at hand; no rock. on the way, no
any importance to the simple little courses, filled up the gaps when she you return, so that may
tosquad of his road force at the service rock ordered. Could anyone piece
for
my party?"
visit? For it was nothing to him, of made necessary dives into kitchen or
such
recklessness?
not
could
of
the
Ha
spare
gether
manager.
Innes did not get his answer. She
course. A man of his standing, whom prlmitrrrice-che- st
and set the key
men.
RIckard knew where he would get
the great Tod Marshall ranked so for the homeliness of the meal itself. had been observing that he was not many
started
rock. Already he had requisitioned
his
The
railroad
had
looked
He
already
brother.
high, probably dined out several times The dinner was a triumph of apparent taller than her
was the line projected by Hardin to Mar- the entire output of the Tacna and
maids simplicity.
each week, with white-cappe-d
Only Innes could guess fallen He was lean, and Tom
and candelabra! If Tom had only the time consumed in the perfection growing stocky. She wished he would shall the year before, a spur across Patagonia quarries. He had ordered
the
made the most of his opportunities. of detail, details dear to the hostess' not slouch so. his hands In bis pock- the desert dipping Into Mexico be steam shovels to be Installed at
the lean, restless sandhills, quarry back of old Hamlin's. That
IWhat a gamble, life to a woman
heart The almonds she had blanched, ets 1 In Tucson, before she knew that tweenGalexlco
to Yuma The Mexican rock pit would be bis first crutch, and
She made a trip Into her bedroom of course, herself; had dipped and she must dislike RIckard, she had had from
bad
of
government
of
agreed to pay five the gravel bed that was a find! As
virile
an
distinction,
were
cheese
straws
uad
impression
survey in her salted them. The
a
mile were the road be paced the levee west of the towns,
thousand
dollars
musmastered
a
of
mirror. The lingerie frock would look her own. She did not make the mis- grace, suggestion
a certain period. Estrada he was planning his campaign. Porxlmple to a man who would never take of stringing out endless courses. cles. He had known that It was her completed at
was keplng his men on the Jump to ter was scouring Zacatecas for men;
duplicity. An Improvised buffet near at hand brother he was supplanting did he
Hispect it of hand-mad- e
fill the contract to make his nation he himself had offered, as bait, free
that
the
from
fact
satisfaction
d
made the serving a triumph.
get any
ier glass declared the
RIckard praised each dish; openly it was the husband of the woman who pay the price. The completion of the transportation ; the O. P. he knew
Medallions casual and elegant. And
to
u long time ago, a lifetime ago, Rick-rr- 3 hi was admiring her achievement had Jilted him? Anyway, she did not road meant help to the valley; sup- would back .him. He was going
from the Headhad told her that she always lanes, remembering the story Gerty like him. She could never forgive a plies, men, could bs rushed through to throw out a spur-trac- k
ing, touching at the quarry and gravel
.iiuld wear Blue, because of her eyes. hud told her In dots and dashes, the hurt that was done to her own. She the break.
In spits of his haunting sense of pit. on to the main road at Yuma.
Innes from the next room could hear story of the old rivalry, glanced cor was a Hardin.
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RIckard

suspicion?

had seen the

wife,

a frightened shadow of a woman ; had
seen her flinch when the brute called
for ber. He had questioned Cor'nel
He was remem
about the
bering the wrinkles of contempt on the
old Indian's face as he delivered himself of an oracular grunt
"White man? No. Indian? Not
t
Coyote!"
Though he suspected Maldonado
would lie on principle, though It might
be that
of his glib tissue
were false, yet a thread of truth coincident with the others, Brandon and
Hamlin and Cor'nel, might be pulled
out of bis romantic fabric.
"When the waters of the Gila run
red look out for trouble!" He doubted that they ever ran red. He would
ask Cor'nel. He had also spoken of
cycle, known to Indians, of a hun
dredth year, when the Dragon grows
restless; this he had declared was a
hundredth year.
Following his talk with Maldonado
and the accidental, happy chance meeting with Coronel at the Crossing RIckard had written his first report to Tod
Marshall. Before he had come to the
Heading he bad expected to advise
against the completion of the wooden
Hamlin
headgate at the Crossing.
had given him a new viewpoint There
was a fighting chance. And he wanted
to be fair. Next to being successful
he wanted to be fair.
'It's time to be hearing from Mar
shall," RIckard was thinking, as he
walked back to the hotel. "I wonder
what he will say." He felt it bad
been fair to put It up to Marshall;
personally, he would like to begin with
a clean slate begin right Clumsy
work had been done, it was true, yet
there were urgent reasons now for
haste; and the gate was nearly half
donel He bad gone carefully over
the situation. . The heavy snowfall, unprecedented for years, a hundred, according to the Indians on the Wind
Rover mountalns-Mblakes swollen
with ice, the Gila restless, the summer
floods yet to be met ; perhaps, he now
thought, he had been overfalr in em
phasizing the arguments for the head- gate. For the hundred feet were now
thousand feet yet be had spoken
of that to Marshall: "Calculate for
yourself the difference In expense
since the flood widened the break. It
Is a vastly .different problem now.
Disaster island, which they figured on
for anchor, Is a mere pit of corroding
sugar In the channel. An Infant Colorado could wash It away. However,
a lot of work has already been done,
and a lot of money spent There Is a
fighting chance. Perhaps the bad year
Is all Indian talk."
A guess, at best whatever they did I
It was pure gamble what the tricky
Colorado would do. Anyway, he had
given the whole situation to Marshall.
In his box at the hotel was a tele
gram which had been sent over from
the office from Tod Marshall. "Take
the fighting chance. But remember to
speak more respectfully of Indians."
"Marshall all over," laughed his sub
ordinate. "Now It's a case of bustle I
But dollars to doughnuts, as Junior
says, we don't do it!"
half-bree-

two-thir-

e

Wss It Hardin's luck? Rick-sr- d
scouted ths Idea and charged
It te pure inefnelenoy. Whatever
the caUse, fate and Hardin's
failure to carry out Instructions
seemed to have combined td
wreck Rlekard'a plans. Don't
miss the next Installment '
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Creatures That Weep.

Among the creatures

that ween

most

easily are the ruminants. All hunters
snow mat me" stag weeps, and it is
asserted that the bear sheds tears
when severelv wounded.

Tha

draffs

not leu sensitive and regards with
tearrui eyes the hunter who has
wounded It'"
Is

.

m
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Tntt Fartievilar One Wat Not
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Dana Enough.

Clenklns once Joined a
xpodlUoa.
During the hunt, aa ho
waa resting by me aide of a rock
ad talking with another hunter ha
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MtUer disease are weJ known so Is
"U thereV anything I dote on ifa
The Supreme Court of Now Mexico the Nmedy,
boar. A ellce of boar steak nicely
sustained the judgment of the lower lathe back or art
k
DS"1 B (U SMbal aono ii just perfect I ho said.
and Jui several at
"Wall," amid hla comnanlon look' court awarding 110,000 damages to
tacks ef
ma- up, i m nan tea it there unt a Henry Dreyfusa, against the Santa Fe lower
abdomen, you wl fni er'ck and
New Mexican, for aa alleged libelous
tnti! it bear nowl"
teettaa
relief in GOLD 133tAL4arlesa
MSBBia M If the
article.
CJ Oapsules. This old and trdre-a-od- r
TUe man who "doted on boar"
Ae
for kidney trouble and
orranainmy whole looked up, aaw an lmmenao
At a depth of 1,143 feet
alight
grlssly
war
worn
has Hood the test far kef
nagamtnta
my
In
was
of
water
on
salt
found
showing
or
tne
the rock, rare
top
yell
oat. I wm finally
mds ot. years.. It dees the work.
the Mesa Verde well near Flora Vista, PabtM
and troubles vanish and new Ue
Nmmd to try and leaped into the woods and
-- L 5LZS5
In
Hla companion soon over- and two feet more a flow of oil was Hfl.h!itB
5
Vegetable Coo took htm and aald to the fori tire ai encountered that la the strongest to your usual vigor, continue taking a
pound ud It made no came up:
struck yet
caper j. or two each day.
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New Mexico state headquarters dur
yon liked bearf ,
I can now do "Well, I do,"
said the runaway: ing the National Educational Associa
bit homwwarfc "bat
that one wasn't dona enough." tion meeting at Milwaukee during July
women to try
"X thought

and advbe all aDlng
Lydia B. Pinkhanontablo Com,
pound and I will guarantee they will
derive mat benefit from It" Mm
FIANX niZOSlULD, 25 ti. 41lt Street

ixnaon

Crsln Crowl.nn end CtseSs Uslsln;-

sales are imported from the laboratories at Haarlem, Holland. Do not ae
eept a, substitute. la sealed boxes,
three slsas,-A- dv.
.

toast

will be In the Hotel Wisconsin, In
which other western states will also
Build Neeta Like an Oven.
Not In Installments,
make their home.
Do you know how the oven bird got
"Is he rich?"
Governor O. A Larraaolo has com
WeatPhlladalria.Pa.
ita
"Very. He oald hla Income tax In
Well, It was because Its muted the sentence of Emlllo Mc-There art thousands of women every- - nest name?
built among the leaves or pine dure from 90 yeara to 81 years. Mc- - full"
wnere in an, xingorara
eonaiuon,
suffering- - from ntrvmisnaos herkarha. needles on the ground is arched to giro Clure has been in the state penitenheadaches, and other symptoms of a an ovenlike
the tiary since December, 1905, having
appearance, say
Naturally.
functional derangement. It was a American Forestry association, Wash- been sentenced In Bernalillo county.
"Is your husband's desire to bo an
nealth
which
restored
for
grateful spirit
ington, which is encouraging bird
The State Corporation Commission aviator a trial to your
lad bar to write thli latter ao that other
"Indeed, it Is a soar affliction."
buildlnt at Santa Fe approved the papers of
women may benefit from her txperieaee contests through
among school children and Is the Yato Mining Company, whose of
ana nna neaitn aa ana naa aone.
to toot eon conducting a national campaign. Ton fices are to be in the Capital City Bank
Enough Said.
For anneatlona In ree-ar-d
"He certainly Is a duck of a man."
dltlon wrluLydlaE. Mnkham Medicine do not sea the oven bird sitting on the buUdlng at Santa Ti, and whose sta
"Then I needn't Inquire It be is in
Co., Lynn, Mass, The reanlt of their topmost twig of a tree like some other tutory agent is to be Cart Gilbert
ev years experience w as your service.
the swim."
members of the feathery tribe, but
establishment of a sanitarium la
The
he sticks close to the ground, mountthe Southwest for the care of members
HOW WOUld it do to nss that ohfn
ing to the lower branches of a tree of the order stricken with tuberculosis
On your shoulder to kindle the kitchen
to
or
to
scold
an
only
intruder. or other diseases Is to be
sing
urged upon ore?
INFORMATION BUREAU The song of the oven bird somewhat the
supreme council of the Knights of
Slater Win let Brattway. Niw Twfc CMy
resembles
word
the
"teacher."
Columbus at Its 1919 meeting by the
WtU k pleu4 to eeae eor.rnm.at BlUMIW
or anew.r
ear lnqolrlM reeanllni opporta-Itte- e
from New Mexico.
delegates
for fkmlBc, etook nJklnc.
trail crowing
A
New
Danish
Harbor.
BlBlBC 1M lDTMWMDt In MOW SoOtS WaleSMembers added to the rolls of the
It Is reported from Copenhagen that New Mexico Cattle
and Horse Growa new harbor is to be constructed at
ers' association, at the meeting of its
which
a
is
Danish
60
Korsor,
seaport
Afeat and Baleamaa To auppljr and ooll In
executive committee at Clayton, Montola eounty an auto ipeclalty ot unusual miles
of Copenhagen.
merit and In groat dimand by motorlata. The
brought a total of 5,379 cattle
cost of this work is estimated at day,
loloolvo rlibta and no competition.
Bit
men Into the care of the organisation,
nonay for apare or whola tlmo. Pormanont
30,000.000 kronen and It Is stated that
Inoreaalng builneas. Oat agoncy. American American
according to Miss Bertha Benson, sec
lalaa Agenoy Co., Pueblo (Colo, dlatrlbutora).
capital has been Interested.
of the association.
retary
The harbor will have a depth of ten
Bur Death to Vermin, Bedbugs, Cookroaehee,
Las Vegas has the distinction of hav
ante, Chicken Lace. Fllea. Fleae, Mltea, meters as against nine meters in Co1. Guaranteed by The Vara Blater
lng the first arrest for "moonshine"
Itotha;
Sanitation Co., (OT 14th St., Denver, Colo. penhagen and large quays will be built
with ample facilities for handling mer whiskey manufacture. James Jabine,
Internal revenue collector, has taken
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
chandise. Scientific American.
Into custody Dameclo Maea of the old
town section of Las Vegas, on the
charge of operating a small still where
he was enabled each day to turn out
about a gallon or two of a peculiar fluId said to possess an astonishing
In an casta of
"kick."
Distemper, Pinkeye, Infill- Amos Green, the Socorro county
ram. Colds, eto.
highway commissioner, has a large
ef all horses, brood mares, oolta,
force at work on the
stallions, is to
road and It is only a question of time
until this stretch of the
highway will be as good as any piece
or road on the route. Mr. Oreen is
On their tonrue or la the feed put
using all the hands that he can get
1
npoans uquia uompouna.
uive tne
now and expects to put In full time
v )
iQXvti.
remedy to all of them. It aeta on the,
wood and glands. It route the disease
this spring,, summer and fall on the
I
by expelling the disease germs. It wards
roads in western Socorro.
eft the trouble no matter how they aref ,
-The Jury which heard the evidence
rree
exposea.
from
anytAbsolutely
In the case of four young boys
hing- Injurious. A child can safely take
charged
n. boio. ey arasranits, narneet dealers,
with beating a fifth to death at Wat
or sent express paid by the manu
rous
las summer returned a verdict of
facturers Special Agent Wastes.
w w
not guilty at Mora. The defendants
SPOHN MEDICAL CO f
ww.aanva;
vefj 0.0.40. were named Gonzales, Moya, Archu
leta and Barela. The jury deliberated
The Egg Came First
Designation.
for about eight hours. The defendants
She was a country woman visiting
"lou say you are a lifelong Demo- - claimed that Leandro Martinez was the
her niece In a large city and on pass cratr
guilty party and that he had forced
"Yes, sir! That's what I sa."
lng a poultry house noticed a sign on
them to confess to the crime. Mara blackboard,
reading: "Hens, 25 "But just what do you mean by tinea had already pleaded
guilty to
cents ; roosters, 12 cents : eggs, 85 'democrat?'"
nt-Bit- s.

bird-hou-

raw south wales

19.

?

a.

-

Datll-Quemad- o

"SPOIItl THEtl"

ocean-to-ocea-

second degree murder.
There are ten million dollars worth
of automobiles in New Mexico today,
according to John Joerns, secretary of
the state tax commission. In his office
at Santa Fe, Mr. Joerns has just com
pleted the compilation of a list of all
automobiles owned In the state. The
list Is segregated as to the make of the
car, the year of its manufacture and
the model, also, the list price of each
car. Of the cars listed more than one- half are Fords. Albuquerque leads the
state in number of
d
cars,'
and Bernalillo county leads in number
of cars owned in a single county.
A raid on a still located in the Tres
Hermanas mountains, ten miles northwest of Columbus, by customs officers
and deputy sheriffs resulted in the ar
rest of J. B. McDonald and Tom A
Duke, and the confiscating of mater
ials for making whiskey, together with
a still. The raid was conducted on a
,
cabin occupied by the men.
For many years druggists have watched
Grazing and the question of future
with much interest the remarkable record
policy for the regulation of the elk
maintained by Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t.
herd on the Sitgraves national forest
the great Udney, liver and bladder medi
are being given considerable atten- cine.
ion at the present time by the forest
It it a phyilotan's prescription.
service.
Associate Forester A F, Pot
Swamp-Rois a strengthening medi
ter, from Washington, will remain for
cine. It helps the kidneys, liver and blad
der do tne work nature intended they two months making a survey of the
conditions In these two Important mat
should do.
Swimp-Rohas stood the test of years. ters In New Mexico.
It is sold, by all druggists on its merit
Eighth grade diplomas have been is
and It should help you. No other kidney
sued by the state department of educa
medicine has w many friends.
Be tore to get Swamp-Roand start tion to the 475 pupils who successfully
treatment at onoa,
passed the state examination March
However, if you wish first to teat this
great preparation send ten eents to Dr. 20th and 21st. They have been signed
Kilmer
Co, Binghamton, N. Y., for 0 by the superintendent of public in
sample bottle. When writing be sure and struction, Johnathan H.
Wagner, and
mention this paper --Adv.
sent to the county school superintendents to be signed by them and the
Irian Convaleaeenee.
"How's your husband getting alone, teachers before delivery to the gradu
ates.
Mrs. Fogartyr
William Brown, captured after a
"Well, sometimes he's better an'
sometimes he's worse, but from the long chase, tried and acquitted for the
way he growls an' takes on whin he's murder of Rafael Baldunl, later sent
better Oi thinks he's better whin he's to the state prison from Raton on a
worn." Boston Evening Transcript
charge of larceny, and who violated a
parole by leaving the state without
Stupid persons are seldom dissatis permission, was captured In Globe,
fied with themselves.
Arlsona, and returned to New Mexico.
Be was taken to Santa Fe to servo
The words of the silent man are the remainder of his sentence.
The
never repeated la court
same officer at Globe who recognised
Brown also reoognised and took Into
It is pleasanter to deal with a custody another negro, Barry Hendergrouch who knows his business thaa son, who was a refugee from a road
with a grlnntr who doesn't. .
gang to New Mexico,

ed

W

ought to marry."
"Whyever not?"
"Well, when a man has a dream like
that he ought not to risk waking up."
.

Snowy linens are the pride of every
housewife.
Keep them in that condi
tion by using Bed Cross Bag Blue in
your laundry. 6 cents at grocers.
His Mourning.
Teddy was inconsolable when his
little dog, Rags, died. To try to make
him forget his loss his aunt had him
accompany her to a friend's where
there were several other children. But
Teddy sat gloomily on the porch In
stead of joining In the game on the
lawn.
Of great riches there Is no real use,
except It be In the distribution; the
rest is but conceit Bacon.
Even costly errors
than Idleness.

may

be cheaper

None of us have confidence in folks
who are not genuine.

Your
aTtsetge?tm

Kvai

RECCB3

SWAMOT

my days."
"You never

tlraaiisa ant Eiallag
UtiM-MurtMt-

efad-

nose, Soreness, Grannie- -

wtmmmmw

ihilH Wftyi

it

-cents."
mere's no use to worry in part"I have lived In the country all my icular about the meaning.
life where we raise chickens and eggs,"
is sort of part of my name, same
she confided to her niece who was as Bill.' "
showing her around, "but I never
Out of Line.
s'posed I'd live to see the day, even In
a big city, where 'eggs would sell for
while drilling a new company, one
of the men was out of line. The officer
more than the hens that laid em."
called to him, "Step out," but Instead
of Just moving over Into place where
LADIES CAN WEAR 8H0E8
On. slse smaller and shoes but longer he belonged, he went up to the officer
after ualng Allen's Footase, the anti and
asked, "what do yon want?"
septic powder for tne feet. Shaken Into
tne shoes and sprinkled in tne
se
Foot-Eamakes tight or new
Allen's
Hubby Knew Wlfey.
shoei feel essy; glvei Instant
relief to
corns and bunions, prevents Bllatere, Cai.
'The mistress says she will be ready
ioua ana ours spuis. aula evsrywnere. AO. In five minutes."
"All right; I'm going to lie down for
That Beautiful Dream. '
'
while. Call me In an hour and a
"I'm going to get a nice little wife.
,
half."
I'll have a cozy little home,
meals, my slippers ready
warmed for me when I get home at
DRUGGISTS
night, my pipe always handy to me
and peace and contentment for the rest
foot-bat-

n

,J

A

'O--

of

fte wuchtso c

stock

may

be had

high-price-

I

Canadian Government Agent

Where a Feller Needs a Friend.
A Deferential Critic
Lapland Lad Ain't it almost dinner
"What is that tune the band is play,
time, ma?
lng?" Inquired the visitor from abroad.
" 'Johnny, Get Your Gun I' Don't you
Mother Good gracious, child! It's
only two weeks since we hnri hpnnir. approve of It?"
fast Boston Transcript.
"Oh, yea. Every nation must be the
Judge of Its own literature. I have no
doubt it is very excellent poetry. But
Right
Who's waiting isn't It rather reckless advice?"
Impatient Diner
heie?
Tardy Walter Why, you Is. boss.
Wrong Tooting.
Boston Transcript
"George's father aent him money
to employ a tutor at college."
All circumstances are suspicions to
"Well, did he?"
some persona.
"Sure. He engaged a chauffeur."

5j d
h

'

'

.
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HE'S THE OLD RELIABLE
He's the best
GRAND is.oldHe"Bull".
sold over 300,000,000'

bags last year.
You know genuine "Bull" Durham
never an enemy ; millions of friends.
Genuine "Bull" Durham tobacco-y- ou
can roll fifty -- thrifty cigarettes from
one bag.

That's somt inducement, nowadays.

GENU INE
99

ot

ot

1

at tow fatara,

-

AUSTRALIA

well-cook-

for

-

TOBACCO
You pipe smokers;
mix a Utile "BULL-DURHA-M

with
your favorite tobacco. Ifi like sugar
in your cofico.

Just Arrived!
Publfched Every Saturday At Gallup, Nw Mexico
H E GOULD, Editor and Publisher.
INEZ

L

GOULD

...

.

Advertising rates on application at the office.
matter at the postoff ice of Gallup, fl, M.
Entered as second-clas- s
under let of Congress of March 1. 1879.
Should an erroneous statement be made in the columns
of this paper, call our attention to it, arid due correction
wiil be made and ample justice cheerfully accorded.

POUNDS

RELIEVED

IS ALSO

THROUGH

OF

RHEUMATISM

OF

TAKING

COURSE..

'
"I not only gained

thirty

pounds on a few bottles of
but can do more work than I
have been able to do at any time
in the last ten years" said C. B.
n
produce
Gwin, a
merchant of Amory, Miss,
"For a long time my system
was debilitated," he continued,
"and m-- digestion out of order
so I could hardly eat a thing. I
suffered from awful headacHe,
my nerves were on a strain and
my muscles felt like they were
tied into knots witn rheumatism;
I lost weight and and got weaker every day.
"I was induced to try Tanlac
by a friend and it is making a
new man of me. I now eat and
sleep better than I have in years
my rheumatism is all gone and I
fee' stronger and better than I
have in a long time."
Tarda; is sold in Gallup at the
Banner Drug Store.
Tan-la- c

well-know-

y

-

Mrs. Malony is substituting in
the Fourth grade of the city

Randolph, the
was called to
teacher
reguiar
Oklahoma by the illness of her
mother.

schools.

Miss

,

I"

.

'

We have a large assortment
of screen doors and a big
stock of wire screen.
' Fly Swatters and Fly Traps.

'

Strawberries are getting
at their best now.

,

TANLAG

You need new screen doors
and windows.

;

The people of Gallup are invited to inspect the SANITARY
DAIRY east of town and see for
themselves the sanitary methods
used in handing rr.ilk, care of
cows and cleaning bottles and
can3. It has been reported by
uninformed persons that pond
water was used for cleansing
cans and bottles. Cans and bottles are Cleaned with GALLUP
WATER, taken from the town
This water is
water system.
run from a 500 gallon tank to
the milk house. The manager
of this dairy has had 15 year3
experience in city dairies where
the most strict sanitary methods
are used. Beginning with May
16th. deliveries are made twice
a day to all parts of the city.
to give us
Call phone 203-4your order.
SANITARY DMRY.
..

Garden Tools

Phone us a trial order

All Metal Refrigerators
Call and inspect this line

Telephone No, 166
We will appreciate your patronage

EDWARD W. TAMONY

Bicycles are a convenience and healthful amusement.
Carload of Alabastine coming soon.
w.

s or

Wssmi (tons

Hardware and Lumber

l3J

Kitchen

107 W. Coal Ave.
In office all night'
Telephone No. 108

N.

WILSON BROS.

rr

I7

fOK

Experts on all makes of cars
"

Special attention given to ignition, starting

and lighting systems.
Welding and metal cutting
Carbon removed from cylinders while you wait!
Oxy-Acetyle- ne

Agents for

Mitchell Automobiles

.

urnm

AM ti Bilk

Contractors and Builders

C(

The car

Shop and Office 213 Aztec Ave.
Plans drawn
Estimates fui'oished

Phone 293

of

100 improvements

eould call it the "best" claim all sorts of
things for it; but not until you have seen the New
Model Mitchell Six with its improvements and ridden
in it can you appreciate what a marvel of power, ;
comfort and beauty it is.
See it at once and have it demonstrated to your
own satisfaction.
We

i

w

24-3- R

'

.

A. Wilson

t

'".

4

Tax Payers, Take Notice

nil

Special Notice

1918 taxes are now due. Please
call at Treasurer's office, Room
5, Court house, before they be-

.

x

come delinquent and avoid paying interest and costs in addition
'
to the ta.es..
The law directs the Treasurer
to sell all property, both real and
pergonal on which the taxes have
not been, paid.
'
,. There is no redemption period
ion personal property so sold.
David 0. Garcia, Treasurer of
'
McKiniey county. ,.

Good things come in small packages
CfUALITY, not quantity, counts. The difference
between the size of our Bevo bottle and the beer
bottle used by others is two ounces one swattow.
This slight difference in quantity is their only

A motor car for every income
Demonstration Car at Garage

j

talking point.
Many copied our bottle, others tried to imitate
our label and name, but none have succeeded in
producing the quality of

Use

EASTMAN

10,17,24,31
"

In the Probate Court o
'McKiniey County and
State of New Mexico
In the Matter of the estate of
John Bathgate, Deceased

1 11111

It posesses the autographic
features and costs no more

No. 150

Notice
Notice ' is hereby given' hat
Clarenc, Uhland,, of Gallup County, of McKiniey "'and State of
New Mexico, has been appointed
administrator of the Estate of
All
John Bathgate, deceased.
persons having claims against
the said estate and deceased will
present the same within the 'time
and such manner as prescribed

..the U.

Bevo is classified by
Government as a soil
ANHEUSER-BUSCH-

tirik.

9LS

has arrived
P. Miocker Co. are announing r
U '.wr.
T
he has
this
ot
paper,
in'another part
and
months,
haan
fnr
spvpral
their new summer dresses,
time.
some
for
here
remain
will
gingand
voiles
fancy
and at
ham dressss. They have an ele- He is visiting friends
business.
to
tending
silk
parasols.
gant line of
Wanted A cook, woman per
of the EpiscoGuild
St Agnes
Mrs.
with
meet
will
fered, wage3 $60 per month Inpal church
Paul Murdoek next week.
quire at the Herald office,
Thurston
A

w-

-

Are You Looking For The
Best Quality
DUROC JERSEY HOGS?
Let me supply your wants.
Let Me now Book Your
ders for spring delivery.
Phone 232, J. H, Bosscher.

by IawN

Uhland
Administrator.

C. E.

May

'

10-3- 1

or-

Rehobotq,

Mail Orders Solicited
,

1

'

ST. LOL 3

D. B.

.

Phone No.
and H. T. Yoshiga, proprietors

202 N. Third St.
J. K. Matsushita

In Hot Weather our Cold Creams will keep the complexion clear and white, preventing freckles arid the
like
i
In Cold Weather they prevent chapping and rough,
ing of the skin.
Any Toilet Article you may want can be found here,
of a quality that will please.

Physician and Surgeon

W. G. Wilson

Carbon City Garage

Don't be Careless of
Your Complexion

10 31 inc.

C.

Edward Hart

Lav

'

NOTICE
Notice to Trading Stores and
all who buy hides It will greatly assist the inspector if the
Brand that is on the cow will be
put on the flesh side of the hide
as soon as dry, or put tag on hide
with brand that is on the hide,
on the .tag: There must be a
closer record kept of hides. This
will be compulsory in a short
time.
J. H. MCcamant, Inspector of
Cattle Sanitary Board.

John

;

'
Bicycles for men, women
and children.

Successor to P. V. Ritter

8

june

Hose, hoes, rakes
spades, everything
tor that- - garden.

0

R

17, 24 31

,

Fly Time Is Here!

a refreshing
orarige drink.
Vegetables and Fruit
arriving daily

CAL-OR- A

Sanitary Dairy

6AINSJ0

Nesds

Sunshine Sweet
Crackers

City . Editor.

Subscription rate per year $2.00V

.

Full Line of

N. Mex.

'Mrs. George Wells, mother of

Mra. Palmer

Ketner,

expects

early in June to goto her old
home in Ohio to visit.

.

Ail

J. R. WIItjLIS

Eastman Kodak Agency
Gallup, N. M.

TTlwX

MOVing l ime

Furniture and Pianos Moved
Promptly and CareWly

Baggage Transfered
Storage Room

MATLOCK TRANSFER
Phone 199
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will be noted from
as
growth,
(TVr
the comparative statement below,
is the most phenomenal of any bank in
the State of New Mexico.
;

'.

May 12, 1916

276,961.28

,;May 12, 1917

387,692.19

'

May 12, 1918

May 12, 1919

5 jpsreenad:

$&55,44S.87

Eaum

SEMK3S
'i'W,:fcJr,ii.!i1)Hii.TitItrt'
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The Only Strictly, Electric Service Station

'

pactlng that;
In fact, 'twill be a
big surprise
If we secure a

In Gallup

w

Dry, Steam and Chemical

Vvf V '
Yi

vZSO

;

.

-

AH' work

'

flat.

J

we. do,
advertise.

tiver&e what
what-

(.

,

-

We

V

i

guaranteed

satisfactory
We call and deliver
,

.

Brazos and Brazos Proprietors.
Phone No. 205
207 Coal Ave.

FREE INSPECTION SERVICE
our experts will,
In case your car is giving you trouble bring it in and
or your regadvise you honestly as to whether it is a case for the electricians
automobile ignition.
ular automobile machinist. We are experts in
1

Battery Charging

1

SOME SPEED!

Kama Sntll Go down to the 6tor
ad gt a pound of lurar, Willie, and
kurry back. I want to ute it next,
waakl

aJW

nr bholand.
Bwrs There
toes Mr. Wolly

Batteries Rebuilt

,

Armature Winding

The Hereford Nursery Co.
Hereford, Texa

"We fix anything ESectrical"
Co.
Gallup Automobile and Electric

rlu

If you

27

Write for Catalogue.

Telephone 38

Summer Dresses
and Accessories

area widow

Agents Wanted
or a cripple and can not afford to risk with us, do not invest

Bfew
-

The MONTEZUMA
Petroleum Company

Gingham Dresses
The prettiest line of dressy gingham dresses ever
effect
brought to this city. They are made with sash
some with draperies and all in solid colors.

Parasols

YOU?

What will it meui

latest
Elegant summer garments made in the
style and in. new shades of dainty voiles and Organdies. You will find what you want in our large
selection of these stylish dresses.
,

r;

Silk parasols made in Japanese style with ivory
of
tipped ribs. Several other styles in a variety
colors. Parasols for the Children we have a fine line of
them for the little girls.
"

Hats

ft

Gage Hats are being;sold
at a reduction. These hats are bargains.
All of our beautiful

;::,:v:--

.

Just received, a splendid assortment of handsome
Georgette waists, made in latest' styles.

Choice line of ladies' silk and

cotton Underwear.

t" f

I

stock
at Par Value,il.C0 per share
;

.y.:-r.:--'-

'

years in the southwest

m

Voile and Organdies

Waists

guaranteed entirely satisfactoiy
JAMES MEZZOCCO, Box 985, Gallup, N. M.
All work

-

the job. If you
We will rewind any motor or generator and guarantee
much cheaper we,; can do
will investigate you will be surprised to learn how
this class of work than the out of town shop.
us and
In case it is impossible for you to bring your work in, Telephone
'
We will Call for it.

mn

Of hock!

Stone Cutting, Contracting

'

IP

Caterplller, he's
Just gotten his
fur overcoat out

Brick and Stone Mason Work

11

'

1

v.

.'

j

You can buy
any amount from 10 shares up.

5 percent discount for cash.

Special representative in Gallup, call or write for information
Mr. Daniel Paulantos, McKinley county representative.
Next door to Park Theatre pr at Commercial hotel, Gallup, N. M.
Executive office, 112 S. Secoud St. Albuquerque? N. M.

Note Our Window Displays
'),.

Paul Mocker Company
;

...

Coal Avenue

.

v,

This company is authorized to
sell stock in Gallup, having qual- ifled by paying the city license,

1

0- -

tlcilS.

-

V- -

CTsi

DOLLARS
RESOURCES

Lhm

and Discounts
; ......
..
.
Ovrdmfhi,
'
U. S. Bowk
(c) U. 8. Bonds owned anil unplodirrd
Total U. 8. Ootids
S
Stnckn. Bond and Warranto

4
8

.

.

.

,

,

.

...

655.135.20
NONE

,

'

f4n.2ST.0O
:

.

.

'

...

,

...

:,

,

V1'

.

Furniture and fixture
..
,
, .. . .
Other fteal Katate
.
,
'
70.728.M
() Net amount due from National Banks
(b) Net amount due from Ream. Banks
Net amount due from banka and banker (other than included in 10 or
Other cheeky on bank in aame city or town a reporting bank . . .
(a) Outeide checka and other caah itma.
I 6.718.24
IW.On
(h) Fractional currency, nicklea and cent.
Coin and currency
,.
I'"'
War Saving-- Stampa
TOTAL

11
VI
14.
15.

16.
19.

.

2.800.00

,,,.70.728.99
3G9.20

ID

..,.12.762.22
6.917.24
42.9uu.Sii
422.49
.855.449.87

20.
2L
22.
26.
2T.
28.

29.
30.

1

36.
37.

Capital atock paid in ...'',,,
Surplua fund
,
Undivided profit
I 16,249.08
,
(c) Lesa current expenses, intereat, and taxes paid
I I4.862.ftl..
Net amount due to bank and bankers (other than included 2:t or 24
Demand Depoaita
Individual depoaita subject to check
CertiAcate of deposit due in Iraa than 30 duy, ...... . , .,
Certified check ....... ...
Cashier's check outstanding- Total of demand depoaita, items 27. 28, 29. )0,
M9.U44.3ft
Time Depoiits (payable after 30 days, or subject to 30 days or more notice):
Certificates of deposit..:
,
Other time deposits.
.
Total Time Depoaita 38. S7,..,......
254,733.87

60,000.00
10,000.00

and

D. Rollie

VEUE AUTOMOBILES and TRUCKS

Funeral Director

county of Mckinley

S
I

-,

'and
.'
Licensed Embalmer
New Mexico,
Arizona
Chapel, Automobile Service
Office phone3
Res. night phone
Delmar Hotel 29
68ann56

J. Rains
Justice of the Peace
W.

Wholesale and Retail tor New Mexico, parts of Arizona and Colorado

IT'

Retailers and Jobbers

'

.....610.893.06

..... 26.448.60
...... ,2.0

.....11,730.70

Supplies for all
makes ot machines

Machines rented by
the week or month.

Singer Sevying Machine Co.

159,365.65

VERNON BALDWIN, Sales Mgr.
Opposite Court House.

7E.368.32

856.449.87

Come and see us
or let us call on you

Telephone 173
Gallup, N. M.

J. Emmona. Cannier.

Correct Attets:
John J. Baamons
L. R. Goehriag

.

-

-

Gregory Psire
Dirrctors

and sworn to before me this 21th. day of May. 191117
Ethel V. Morris. Notary Public
i
My commission expire January 28th. 1922.
Subscribed

Seal

Civil Service Examination.
An examination for the position of Clerk in the post office
will be held in this city on June

In the District Court of
McKinley Connty, State
of New Mexico
Maria Perez Ramos,
Plaintiff

14, 1919,

VS.

Apolinar Ramos
Defendant
No. 1125
Notice of Suit
To Apolinar Ramos, the

above

entered

ment.by default
against you, and the plaintiff will
seek the relief prayed for in her

of
Bert D.

address
is

New Mexico.
Witness my hand and the seal
of said Court at my office in
Gallup, McKinley County, New
Mexico, this 5 day of May. 1919.
Charles W. Davis.
'
Clerk of the District Court of1
McKinley County, New Mexico,

Richard', Gallup,

.

May 10

--

May 31

Ida May Sainta is the author
of this essay which was written
as part of her English work in
the high school. The essav is
very good and shows thought.
THE CURFEW
.
Gallup has a whistle blown in
winter at 8 P. M., and in summer at 9 P. M. which could be
called the curfew, I dare say.
But of what use are those whistles? Do any of the young folks
have to be in the house, or at
lAnsr. out of the streets at the
time of their ringing? Most of
the young boys and girls of Gallup stay out as late as they please
They are forming very bad habits and at the same time they
are learning things which it
would be better for them never
to know. Of course, it may be
said that the parents of these
young people on the streets,
should keep them at home, That
is true, but if the parents do not
care, it is the towns duty lookout
'for its future by promoting profor it's youth.
per
The first impression which
in the town get, is, "It
is exceedingly dirty," The next
impression is that it is also very
"tough" It is through neglect
,.of its plain duty that Gatlup is
A
setting a bad reputation.
this
of
deal
toughness
great
would be eliminated'and a great
"part of the bad reputation would
be gotten rid of, if the curfew
really meant something instead
of being merely a whistle. "
t

new-come-

Samuel Bushman
Jefferson
to
City, Mo.i,
gone
visit relatives.
Mrs.

There is no tonic known that equals the great
out-of-door- s.

Where Cleanliness and The Square
Deal Rule
CELEBRATED HOUM A OYSTERS, FRESH FISH,
FRESH and SALT MEAT.
ONLY FAT HEALTHY STOCK KILLED FOR
OUR TRADE, ASSURING TENDER MEAT.
Phone No. 85 For Prompt Delivery Of Meat.

Applicants must be citizens of
the United States between the
ages of 18 and 45 years on the
Edmund k. French
date of the examination.
For Sale - One roan Durham
Lawyer
Applicants must be physically milk cow with three months old
Member Bar
sound and male applicants must calf. One Holstein heifer, stripSupreme Court United States
be not less than 5 feet, 4 inches per. Address, M. V. Bingham.
Supreme Court New Mexico
in height, in bare feet and must
Office 205 Coal Ave.
Bert D. Kichrds
weigh not less than 125 pounds
Dr. E. Park Sellard
Lawyer
without overcoat or .hat.
all
etrist
in
to
the
Licensed
KegisteredOptom
practice
For application blanks and furU.
S.
courts
for
Latest
of
the
the
State,
properly
equipment
ther information' relative to this
and
S.
U.
Land
:
Court
District
eyes.
testing
examination address. Address,
PostofRce Building
Office.
Charles T. Shively, Local Secretary, Board of U. S. Civil Ser- ltllllHflMlfMIJIII1IIIIIIMI1HUIIUllllU ll1IJIUiJllllllllllllMlllllllll1lllJJilJllltlMIHnMI11llltll1IIMIIII1tMIf
vice Examiners, Gallup, N. M.

Plenty of exercise in the open, deep breathing and right
thinking make for health and happiness.
Whether you lik" moderate exercise like croquet or the
more strenuous tennis or Imebull, ,v;u will find here every
essential for pjrson&l or field equipment.

Also a full line of hunters' supplies.

Fred Meyer. Prop.

,

complaint.
The name and
plaintiff's Attorney

Square Deal Market

IBB

-

named defendant, Greetings:
You are hereby notified that
an action has been commenced
against you by Maria Perez Ramos, the above named. plaintiff,
in the District Court in and for
the County of McKinley, State of
New Mexico; that the said action
is brought to obtairua decree of
divorce from you on the grounds
of abandonment, and you are
hereby notified that if vou fail to
appear, answer or plead in the
said cause on or before the 20th.
day of June, 1919, that judge-- .
will be

I

Tubes

of Tires and

TF you are considering buying an automobile this Spring, let us demonstrate
Haynes or a Velie for you. They are leaders in their' respective classes.
They can be bought on liberal terms.

'

Gibson
Special attention given
to collections.
2,

.

1,886.75

We. UreKory Page, President, and John J. Emmons. Cashier
of the above named bank do solemnly wear that the above state- ment is true to the nest of our knowledge and belief.
Gregdry Page. President

John

"-

II

:

9,984.90

'..

TOTAL

state of new mexico

SQARDMAN BROS.

UNDERTAKERS
GALLUP MORTUARY

Precinct No.

LIABILITIES

M.

71

J

- distributors for
HAYNES AUTOMOBILES

6.O00.00

, . .

LAW

Attorneys at Law
Practice In All Courts Of
New Mexico and Arizona.

4tl.257.0O

..,,8,077.03

at

COces
Gallup and Santa Fe, N.
RUIZ & OVERSON

Hrpcrt c Ctfn..i.on cf th CALLU? STATE DAKX at
G&T.up, in the Si-- te
cf New Mexico, &t the dote
of business on May. 12th. 1919
;

ED77A

ATTORNEYS

rs

.

Purity Blackleg Aggressin
The Kansas Germ Free Blackleg Vaccine

;

In the Probate Court within
and for the County of
McKinley and State
of New Mexico
In the matter of the Estate of
Antonio George, Deceased.
NOTICE
Notice .is hereby given that
Mary A. George, of Gallup, New
Mexico;; has been'duly 'appointed
administratrix of the estate of
Antonio George deceased.
All persons having claims
against the said estate and said
deceased will present within- the
time and manner prescribed by
..

0

Gallup Auto Shop
v

Stalick Building

.

DODGE DEALERS
DODGE SERVICE

'

,

May

Used Cars

"

(Signed)

Mary A. George
Administratrix'

10-3- 1

Annoucement
SANTA, FE EMPLOYEES AT
TENTION.From this date
50c
Office consultations,
$ 1.00
Serum innoculations
1.00
House vistits in city '
.2.00(
Night calls after 11
15.00
All confinement cases
(This includes attention there-

'
Special discount on 500 doses or more
'
GUARANTEE
We guarantee every drop of our Blackleg Aggressin, the
Kansas Germ Free Blackleg Vaccine, to have passed all the
We further
U. S. government tests for purity and potency.
in
accordance
to
made
it'
of
be
exactly
guarantee every drop
w'th t,h- - Kansas method, worked out at the Kansas State
Agricultural College by Dr. Haslam and associates.
ONE TREATMENT IMMUNIZES FOB LIFL
No vaccination every three or four months.
IT'S GERM FREE
Thus cannot introduce blackleg into a healthy herd of
"

cattl ,j.
A PROVEN PRODUCT

Purity Blackleg Aggressin has been used successfully on
over a million cattle in 42 different states and 5 foreign
Made under U. S. Government supervision.
countres.
Send for free booklet, 'New Method of Preventing Blackleg'
Wire, phone or write your orders to

-

law;

New Price 23 cents per dose

$300.00
650.00
550.00
850.00

HAYNES with express body
DODGE 5 passenger, touring
BUICK 4 cylinder, touring;
BUICK 6 cylinder, touring
Call and get a bargain.

J. H. McCamant, Gallup, N. M.

,
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New and Second Hand Store
North

after)
Out of Town
rates. We wish to extend
the helping hand to our Santa
Fe men' and thtfirfamiles and we
take this method of notification.
A. M. Chevaillier, M. D.
Office hours 2 until 5 P. M.
Residence phone 170
Office phone 189
calls-Reason-

able

.

been
in California for several weeks,
has returned. When he went to
California he. was suffering from
some defect of hearing. He unhas derwent an . operation and hia
to hearing has been restored to
normal,

3rd- -

St. of bridge- -

Household Goods
Furniture and Miners' Tools
Second hand goods bought

All kinds

of

:

sold

and

exchanged. . .
J. Peternel

WHAT A CHECK TELLS
check drawn on the McKinley County Bank tolls
of leadership, sound policies,
financial integrity
and success.
Our credit is extended to concerns ably and successfully managed, whose financial history is clean; and.
the cutsomers of this bank are the leaders of the bus'
iness industries of the community.
Fifteen years of Conseruative and Successful banking
A

The

M-IfeiE-

Y

CoijntyBank
Gallup, N.N.
ORGANIZED

1904

L. G. Shanklin, who has

Ambulance Service
Night 103

Phone 68
Town Calls $5.00
L. Stewart

FOR SAL- E- Haynes light
FO i SALE Hotel at Thor-eaSuitable for
truck, $300.00.
N. M. Completely furnishhunting and camping trips. ed and doing good business for
Hennis and Ihle, The1 Gallup full- - particulars, address, Mrn.

u,

:

Auto Shop.

R. H.

Eikington.Thoreau.

N. M.
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That Germany will make known bar
decision regarding the peace treaty
CAUGHT FROM TH NXTW0K3 C7 well within the fifteen days' tint Unit WOULD RXPIAL OR AMXNO WAR
'
for discussion, was the opinion that
TIM PROHIIITION
WINKS ROUND AtOUT
In
allied
circles
now.
:.
prevails
ACT.
TNR WORLD.
;..
A wireless dispatch from Moscow
reported that a cruiser and two de
stroyers of unknown nationality bombarded the region north of Ropsba.
TAX
twenty-fou- r
miles north of Petrograd,
without result.
,
The Italians have consented to es
RECORD OP IMPORTANT IVINTI
tablishment of Flume as a free port, RETURN OP RAILROADS, TILI
CONDENSED FOR BOSY
ORAPH ANOTKLIPHONI TO
as well as relinquishing their claims
PIOPLt.
to a portion of the Istrian and Dal
PRIVATR OWNERSHIP,
matlan mainlands. It was learned au

I

t

rsui

.j;:GTi:EPASTivK

ID.

thoritatively at Paris.

tor

r,t tI

t "7 - t t r li r- Itt:
x . .
a2
ci

tel..ux

.i

1.1

1

wa s" ill have tt
"The aw!a
care for la tlat oar taxation sUU nJt
aa lightly aa Borble on the nedaetlv
resources of the country, that Its
rates shall be stable and that It shall
be constant la Its revenue yielding
power, we have found the
sources from which It must be drawn.
I take it for granted that Its main
stays will henceforth be the Income
tax, the excess profits tax and the estate tax.- All these can be so adjusted
as to yield constant and adequate returns and yet not constitute a too
grievous burden on the taxpayer,
"The tax on inheritances ought, no
doubt, to be reconsidered In Its rela
tion to the fiscal systems of the several states, but It certainly ought to remain a permanent part of the fiscal
system of the federal government also.
"Many of the minor taxes provided
ror in tne revenue legislation of 1017
and 1918, though no doubt made necessary by the pressing necessities of war
time, could hardly find sufficient
Justification under the easier circum
stances of peace and can now happily
be got rid of. Among these, I hope you
win agree, are tne excises upon van
ous manufacturers and the taxes upon
retail sales. They are unequal In the
Incidence on different Industries and
on different Individuals. Their collec
tion is difficult and expensive.
"There is, fortunately, no occasion
for undertaking In the Immediate fu
ture any general revision of our sys
tem of Import duties. No serious dan
ger of foreign competition now threat
ens American Industries. Our country
has emerged from the war less dis
turbed and less weakened than any of
the European countries which are our
competitors in manufacture. Their In
dustrial establishments have been sub
jected to greater strain than ours,
their labor force to a more serious disorganization and this is clearly not the
time to seek an organized advantage.
"The work of mere reconstruction.
will, I am afraid, tax the capacity and
the resources of their people for years
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ap with fever, be every vow
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were
h color sad
odor and burned ter
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shoes were so tlgLfc
ea mv fret that I
oooJd kant get them
on
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fighting between Serbians Wtatara Nawapapar Ualon Nawa SarrlM.
WE3TEXN
uhsdl I walked with
and Croattans at Agram, the Croa- Woodrow Wilson sends
President
two
and
was all hant ma KVa
OSMB
A Jury in the breach of promise cue tinns'
capital, Is reported In a Vienna message to Congress across Atlantic,
ib aged man. When the terrible pahis
ef Mrs. A. P. Van Delinder against J. dispatch
to the Exchange Telegraph establishing a new history, for the
knees
would lira war and Mneys,,sy
Richmond, a wealthy ranch owner at company. Many of the combatants
tinea I had
first time for an American executive.
are
to be lifted to my ratt by people ea
Vancouver, awarded $5,000 damages.
said to have been killed,
The message, given as follows, covers
.street. I didn't cars 'whether I
Pain? No, not one bit 1 Just drtp ths
An act authorizing Issuance of $10,
lived or died, I was so miserable. I
General Denekine, who is personally main recommendations :
a little Freeaons on that touchy corn, finally used Doan'i Kidney
000,000 worth of good roads bonds has conducting the
sad
"Gentlemen of the Cosgress: I deep
operations of his anti
been passed by the Legislature of Ore- uoisneviK
instantly It stops aching, than yon lift they eared me of ail Udasy trouble.
army against the city of ly regret my Inability to be present
that bothersome corn right off. Tea, uotmt made me strong ana weU."
gon. An emergency clause makes the Tsarltzin.'on the
fftoom to before
Volga, announces the at the opening of the extraordinary
magic I Costs only a few cents.
money immediately available.
seems
to
still
session
of
It
A. A. WILO0Z, Cote, of DHdt.
Congress.
capture of 10,000 prisoners and twen
Your
Freezonel
a
sells
Try
druggist
coun
In
be
take
the
to
A big street, car ran away on
my duty
part
guns from the Holahevlkt,
Oe Daiaft a Aae lista. sweatee
tiny bottle, sufficient to rid your test of
downtown hill in Seattle and crashed
War Insurance, as carried on by the sels of the peace conference and con
every hard corn, soft corn, or corn
can
to
the solution oi
into the rear end of a smaller car, British government, dropped some tribute what I
between the toes, and calluses, without
the Innumerable questions to whose
new co, buffalo,
killing an unidentified passenger,
$85,000,000 net profit into the nation's settlement It has had to address Itself.
one particle of pain, soreness or Irriscore of passengers were injured.
coffers, according
to a report just For they are questions which affect
tation. ' Freesone Is the mysterious
A pool of 9,000 pounds of mohair made public. The chief Item of profit the peace of the whole world, and
ether discovery of a Cincinnati genius.
Value of Canadian Farm Land.
was sold at Lebanon, Ore., for 64 cents was $80,000,000 on the hulls of British from them, therefore, the United
In the annual report of the Cana
a pound, the highest price paid this steamships which survived German States cannot stand apart
What Esau Sold.
dlan bureau of statistics, recently la- "I deemed It my duty to call the
season for Oregon mohair. The fig sunmarine warfare.
Bobby was entertaining the air pilot sued, It appears that the average value
time
at
this
because
Congress together
ure is 3 ft cents above last season's
who was waiting to see his sister.
A Vienna dispatch says that, accordof farm land In the dominion, Includit waa not wise to postpone longer the
price.
"Fancy," said Bobby, "flying ma ing Improved and unimproved land
ing to a Hungarian official agency re provisions which must be made for
chines are mentioned In the Bible."
"Blond Eskimos," discovered by VII port, M. Tchltcherln, the Bolshevik the support of the government
buildings, was $46 an acre In 1918.
Are they really?" asked the Inter The average was f44 In 1917, 141 in
"I shall take the liberty of address
lijalmur Stefansson, the explorer, In foreign minister of Russia, has tele
ested sub.
the far northern Arctic are to be left graphed to Beta Kun, head of the sov ing you on my return on the subjects
1916, $40 In 1915, and $38 In 1914,
"Well, In his sermon this morning
alone In their uncivilized aboriginal let government of Hungary, that the which have most engrossed our attentcome.
to
the vicar said that Esau sold his heirUkrainian Red army has defeated the ion and the attention of the world
stale, according to Leo Wittenberg,
Catarrh Cannot B Cured
Rumanians along the Dniester river during these last anxious months cial"Among the Industries to which speis ship to his brother Jacob," replied by LOCAL
trader and whaler.
APPLICATIONS, as they
consideration
be
should
November
since
the
armistice
of
last
given
cannot nana tne aaat ox ina
Bobby. Stray Stories.
Cecil E. Bryan, arrested at Pasa ana lias crossed the stream, the Ru
was signed, the International settle- that of the manufacture of dyestuffs
local disease, greatly uSw
a
Is
catarrn
encaa by constitutional conditions. BALL'S
dena on a charge of fraud telegraphed manlnns taking flight.
ments which must form the subject and related chemicals.
will euro catarrh.
rARRH
MEDICINE)
Cutloura
for 8ore Hands,
"Our complete dependence upon
from Chicago, has forfeited $5,000 ball
Sanglnary encounters have occurred matter of the present treaties of
It Is taken Internally sad acts through
and disappeared. He was missing at Sofia between the garrison and peace and of our national action In German supplies before the war made Soak hands on retiring in the hot anas the Blood oa the Mucous Surfaoae of the
the interruption of trade a cause of of Cutlcnra Soap, dry and rub In On- - Britain. HALL'S CATARRH MXDICXNa
immediate future.
when his case was called In court. revolutionaries, who demanded
the the"The
Is composed of Km of the best tonlee
Remove surplus known,
question which stands at the exceptional economic disturbance. The Ucura Ointment
combined with some of the bast
Officers from Chicago and Pasadena resignation of the government and the
front of all others in every country close relation between the manufac- Ointment with tissue paper. This la blood Durlfler. The nerfact oomMnatloa
establishment of a soviet, according to amid the
puuce are seeaing Bryan.
In BALL'S CATARIuf
of
the
Inrradlants
turer
one
on
hand
of
the
Is
dyestuffs
great
present
awakening
only one of the things Outtcura will do MEDICINE la what prooUMS aucn wt
Announcement was made at Helena, a dispatch from Vienna. All Bulgaria the question of labor, and perhaps I and of explosives and poisonous gases If
darful results In catarrhal pondltioaa.
Ointment
are
and
Talcum
Soap,
Is reported to be In an uproar. Rust
can speak of It with as great advan on the other, moreover, has given the
urussista no. Testimonials ma
Mont., by the state efficiency com'
for all toilet purposes. Adv.
9. f. Chenay A Co., Props., Toledo, 4.
mission that In June it will call to chuk, Phlllppipols and Varna are also tage while engrossed in the considera- industry an exceptional significance
and value.
to have become affected by the tion of interests which affect all coungether a committee of Montana clti said
The United States should, more- - MERELY PIECE OF FOOLING LOOKED LIKE LABOR WASTED
tries alike as I could at home and
sens representative of all industries revolutionary movement.
'
hovav rVt
moans vs.
At nHnrtanl vr noA.tv
tea A suvuua
amid the interests which naturally af- wAVAI
yivciij favand enterprises and will submit to it SPORT
fect my thought, because they are the tectlng itself whenever our trade is Course Taken
by Germany Resembles Beard's Visit Over, Small Boy Couldnt
the plans for the overhauling and re
discriminated against by foreign na
Mike O'Doud of St. Paul, middle
interests of our own people.
See Further Necessity for So
Nest
Trick That Is
Closely
in
we
order
vision of the state government.
assured
be
tions,
that
may
of
labor I do not
"By the question
weight boxing champion, has arrived
Much Soap antd Watsr,
Credited
to
Sheridan.
of
we
treatment
which
of
that
mean
Indusof
equality
the question
efficient
in New York from France with a cas
California has a prodigy In
to
accord
to
and
the
trial
;
promote
production the question of how hope
old Dale Parks, rated and recognized ual company.
He was a new little boy at the or"The Germans, by fooling us with
labor is to be obtained and made ef world over. Our tariff laws as they
as a botanist In California. He spe
now
no
Amerl
Capt. Eddie Rlekenbacker,
stand
fective In the great process of sus
weapon of re German bolshevtsm, hoped to escape phanage and was much Impressed by
provide
cializes In mushrooms and other fun cas "Ace of Aces," has accepted an taining populations and winning suc taliation in case other governments the payment of war Indemnities," said all the scrubbing and cleaning he saw
gt. His work is represented In the invitation from the Indianapolis mo cess amidst commercial and industrial should enact legislation unequal ln Its a congressman.
done there, more so because he had
I mean that much greater Bearing on our products as compared
New York and St Louis botanical ear- - tor speedway to be the referee In the rivalries.
reminds me of a story about come from a home In which disorder
"It
with
the
more vital question : how are the
products- of other nations.
e
dens, and the University of Califorand dirt had held sway. He could
Liberty sweepstakes May 31 and
men and women who do the daily laThough we are as far as possible from Sheridan, the spendthrift playwright. not
nia's collections are the richer on acunderstand it; more than that,
his
the
President Frank Navln of the De bor of the world to obtain
left
"Gunter,
confectioner,
to
enter
upon any course of
progressive desiring
count of him.
troit Americans announced he had improvement In- the conditions
of their retaliation, we must frankly face the statement with Sheridan one morning, it Irritated him, and when he got the
fact that hostile legislation by other and
few hours- later Hanson, the Job of scrubbing the dining-roosteps
Because he round some other man purchased Hubert ("Dutch") Leonard, labor.
'
not beyond the range of pos Ironmonger, called.
is
he was almost ready to leave.
nations
In
now
Is
There
com
in
fact
the
his
from
cell
real
York
New
the
usual
Amerl
county
pitcher,
occupying
and that it may have to be
But just then came a new excite"Hanson was very pressing on the
jail at San Rafael, Calif., the feelings cans. Leonard Is to report in about a munity of interest between capital and. sibility
met by counter legislation.
of his account. He harangued ment to the home. The board was
of John Mahoney were lacerated and week. The amount paid for the pitch labor, but it has never been made evl-subject
"Will you not permit me, turning
In action. It can be made operaand he harangued.
he made an appeal to the Judge. No er was said to be in excess of $10,000. dent
Sheridan, broke, coming to make its annual tour of Intive and manifest only In a new or from these matters, to speak once
In despair.
floor
as
the
spection, and the cleaning was douone disputes the title of Mahoney as GENERAL
usual,
paced
ganization of industry. The genius of more and very earnestly of the pro"But suddenly an Idea struck the bled. "Get ready for the board," was
the star vagrant of Marin county, who
Samuel Gompers emphatically de our business men and the sound, prac- posed amendment to the constitution
the home watchword, It seemed, and
now Is serving his
term. nied a
sense of our workers can certain which would extend the suffrage to spendthrift and he said:
report published that he would ticalwork
"
belne very human, decided to star
he.
women
Ton
Gunter?'
House
and
which
know
the
Orders were Issued vacating cell No,
such
a
when
passed
out
partnership
resign as president of the American ly
of Representatives at the last session
once
"One of the safest men ln Lon until that big event was over.
realize
1, so Mahoney could occupy his favor- Federation
of Labor at that body's that they seek and exactly what It Isa of the Congress?
The dhy of visiting came and passed.
It seems to me don,' Hanson replied.
they
sincerely adopt
ite apartment.
convention In Atlantic City in June,
that every consideration of justice
common purpose with regard to
will be satisfied If I The next morning the new youngster
Then
you
WASHINGTON
and of public advantage calls for the
Arrested for vagrancy at Omaha.
sought the matron. "Now that them
you his bill for the amount?
An Increase of unemployment is re ban Beavers showed assets of $100.
The object of all reform in this es immediate adoption of that amend give
boards has been here, I don't see no
"Certainly.'
ment
its
and
submission
to
sential
forthwith
matter
must be the genuine
ported by the United States employ 000. He told the Judge he had made It
"Sheridan thereupon handed the use of scrubbing them steps so often
ment service. In a total of eighty- bootlegging, but had retired from the democratization of Industry, based up- the Legislatures of the several
.
do you?" he asked.
Gunter's neatly folded acIronmonger
states.
on
a
full recognition of the right of
three cities, only twelve had shortage game. "The police are Jealous of me,"
rushed
and
bis
hat
snatched
count,
"The
up
those who work, in whatever rank, to
telegraph and telephone
of labor; in twenty-nin- e
supply and Beavers said.
Appropriate.
participate in some organic way in ev lines will, of course, be returned to forth."
demand balanced and forty-tw- o
report
retrana-feso
owners
soon as the
r
Six persona,
the captain's ery decision which directly affects their
Outside Brussels is a large monu
ed an increase from 127,850 to 135,380 wife and four Including
can be effected without admin
ment of a German general. When the
children, and the engln- - thelr welfare or the part they are to
persons out of work.
allies 'started to advance last year,
eer, were drowned when the coal play ln lndustry- - Some positive legis- - istrative confusion; so soon, that is,
are
children."
"They
as the change can be made with
'
The foreign mail service, interrupt- laden barge Nanticoke, owned by the latlon is practicable.
some wit placed a handbag with the
so?"
"That
"The Congress has already shown least possible Inconvenience to the
ed hv th war. haa hAAn raatnraA fn Potter Transportation company of
"Yes. They even obey their, par; words "To Berlin" printed on, ln the
the way, to one reform which should public and to the owners themselves,
normal, and the foreign parcel post New York, sank off the Isle of Shoals. be world-wid- e
outstretched hand of the monument
by establishing the eight Tne railroads win be handed over ents."
has been considerably extended beyond Capt. William Gray and Allen McDou hour day as the
standard day, in ev to their owners at the ond of the cal
Ominous.
Very Likely.
points reached before the war, It has gall, a deck hand, were picked up by ery field of labor over which It can ex endar year. It I were in immediate
been announced by the Postofflce De the coast guard at Rye beach after ercise control. It has sought to find contact
"What killed your case ln court
with the administrative
"I don't notice anything of a music
"I mesa it was the fact of its be
rack about here." "Just wait until
partment. Certain restrictions still ap they had drifted about ln a small boat the way to prevent child labor, and questions which must govern the
'
of the telegraph and tele you hear Sallle begin to play."
a short circuit court" ,
ply to mall matter destined for enemy for several uours. They are the only will, . I hope. and believe, presently find
ing
it.
..
phone lines I could name the exact
survivors.
territory and parts of Russia.
1 1 1
I
"Agencies of International counsel date tor their return also.
ffl 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1
With the ordering of twelve large
"Until I am ln direct contact with
Making 457 consecutive loops during and suggestion are presently to be cresteamers into the lumber trade from a flight lasting one hour and fifty-fo- ated In connection with the league of the practical questions Involved I can
South Atlantic and Gulf ports, the
minutes, Lieutenants, Ralph J. nations in this very field ; hut it Is na- only suggest that ln the case of the
ii
shipping board at Washington took Johnson and Mark R. Woodward set tional action and the enlightened pol- telegraphs and telephones, as ln the
deof
socase
the
is
It
of
corporations and
railways,
clearly
new world's record at Carlstrora icy Individuals,
steps toward material expansion of
within each nation that must sirable in the public interest that some
the shipping facilities of the South field, Arcadia; Fla. A Lapere two- - cieties about
the
actual reforms.' The legislation should be considered which
bring
and toward building up of trade be- seated flgntlng plane was used.
members of the committees on labor may tend to make of these Indispensatween that section and South America.
houses
will hardly need sug- ble instrumentalities of our modern
An army balloon, carrying four pas In the two
from me as to what means life a uniform and
sysAttorney General Palmer has de- sengers, arrived in St. Louis from gestions
clined to render an opinion to the Omaha, Neb., traveling the distance ln they shall seek to make the federal tem which will afford those who use
There's no food value in coffee
tea.
the agent of the whole na- them' as complete and certain means
Internal revenue bureau on the ques- approximately sixteen liours. The bal government
tion In pointing out, and, if need be. of communication with all parts of the
the
only oxempaniments
tion of whether manufacture of hard loon, at times reached an altitude of guiding the process of
reorganization country as has so long been afforded
cider is legally forbidden. He stated 16,000 feet, they said. The
!
left and reform.
by the postal system' of the govern
that the revenue bureau did not have Omaha with St. Louis as its party
"Peculiar and very stimulating con ment and ,at rates ns uniform and inobjective.
ditions await our commerce and indus- telligible. Expert advice Is, of course,
authority to regulate in any liquor
Protests of the Toledo Ministerial trial enterprise In ... the Immediate available in this very practical matter,
except wine, and consequently was not
Unusual opportunities will and the public interest Is manifest.
future.
empowered to make any ruling on pro- Union and of other organizations
against the holding of the Wlllard-Dempse- presently present themselvesln to our
duction of hard cider.
merchants and producers
"The demobilization of the military
foreign
fight, July 4, have been vir
'Official records of the War Departthrown to the discard by Mayor markets, and large fields for profit forces of the country has progressed
tually
is part
the meal and right royal
able Investment will be opened to our to such a point that it seems to me
ment show that the Seventy-sevent- h
Schreiber.
The mayor has Issued a
capital.
entirely safe now to remove the ban
as
one
well .knows who enjoys
division made a larger advance statement approving the action of the free
part,
"Our new merchant ships which upon the manufacture and sale of
ed
against the enemy than any other of boxing commission in granting a per have ln some quarters been feared as wines and beers, but I am advised that
cup of this snappy,
the American divisions in France. The mit for the fight He declared that destructive rivals, may prove helpful without further legislation I have not
drink.
invigorating:
New York City national army men boxing had been made a part of the rivals, rather, and common servants, the legal authority to remove the presmuch
needed
welcome.
and
recoment
I
very
restrictions.
therefore
went forward a total of seventy-on- e
very
curriculum of army and navy training
f
kilometers.
and
do hundreds
The Second and expressed the belief that the con- Our great shipyards, new and old, will mend that the act approved Nov. 21,
thousands of
so opened to the use ef the world 1018, entitled 'An act to enable the secbe
(regular) division advanced a total of test will be of great natural and In that they will
in prefdrink
Postum
Americans
servof
to
durImmensely
retary
agriculture
carry out,
dustrial benefit to the city, in addition iceable to everyprove
sixty kilometers, and the Forty-secon- d
maritime' people ln ing the fiscal year ending June 30,
cofTse?
erence
e
kilometo enriching Toledo's charities by $35,- - restoring the tonnage
(Rainbow) division, fifty-fivwantonly de- 1919, the purposes of the act entitled
ters..
000.
"An act to provide further for the nastroyed In the war.
"America has a great and honorable tional security and defense by stimuThe navy will have removed all but
American Liberty loans attract ai
10 days' trial
better health
400,000 men from overseas by July 1, much attention at Juarez, Hex., as service to perform ln bringing the lating agriculture and facilitating the
telL
will
in
home
commercial
undertak-and
Industrial
l
your
distribution of agricultural products,"
Secretary Daniels announced at Wash- they do in El Paso, across the Bio Ings of the world back to their old and
for other
be amended
ington. It would be possible, he added, Grande. A number of Juarez business scope and swing again, and putting a or repealed In purposes,'
so
to
to remove an additional 300,000 during men who have close trade relations solid structure of credit under them. wines and beers. far as it applies
Postum is boiled Just like cofiae (15
the month of July, but that the num- with American firms ln El Paso have All our legislation should be friendly "I sincerely trust that I shall very
minutss after boCbg begins), is bevber to be kept in France for emergen- bought bonds of each issue and have to such plans and purposes.
soon be, at my post ln Washington
"And credit and enterprise alike again to report upon the measures
rich, dr!krious flavor, and
erage
cy purposes and in the army of occu- applied for a number of the Victory
will be quickened by timely and help- which made my presence at the peace
Loan bonds to complete their collecpation was to be decided in Paris.
The Importation of nitrate of potash tions. A special committee from El ful legislation with regard to taxation. table apparently imperative and to put
the Congress will find it myself at the service of the Congress
and nitrate of soda without restric- Paso called on these bond buyers, one I hope that
to undertake an
ln every matter of administration or
tion from countries with which gen- of them being told by a prominent possible of federal taxes early
In order to counsel that may seem to demand exeral trade Is authorized will be per- Mexican : "Ton fought our fight for us i.uike our system of taxation more ecutive action or advice.
mitted beginning July L the war trade and there Is no reason why we
"WOODBOW WILSON.
simple and easy of administration and
not hein pav the nrpniasj
board announced la Washington.
the taxf themselves as little burden- "May 20, 1918."
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It wot an agtd vsteran, with

locks

'

.all .Amend gray,
U wittro the vMagt ehureh
m OmamMm dav:
He came upon' Mi crutches, with
fofunny step ana turn,
And many winters on Me brow had
cast their fleeting snow;
His eyee were sunk and feeble, hie
cheek wot vale ana wan,
Not like the boy who went out when
the cruel war began.

v

IX OUR aoldlers are honored
naby the whole American
tion at tbla time by the
haiiAMi nractlce of Memorial
Uvea
day those who have offered their
for their country in previous
In our hearts and upon our lips those
who came forward in the recent emer
The idea ot we soiaier-u"gency.
fender, as the emooaimem oi
i

......

A'

FC3 I1ECOE8

ingestion That Whole Country Unit
In Honoring we neae or awn
North and toutM

Tfko

1

DAY

:

A

n hnitia and POUntlT. COmeS tO
one
the front today as one thought
i
weou.iu
image. The man, after an
form nnon a thousand
.vin..
and terrible engines
new
the
anvils
The organ pealed out grandly, "My
we accumulate materials,
of
war;
cminlrv. 'tit of thee,"
tho Inrannttv of OUr DBtlon
And youthful voice sang aloud the In devising subtle mechanical defenses
i... h nraanino? menace ui
anthem of the tree.
laws or
With littless air he watched them, submarine; we silence the
tne
order
In
that
presiaem
peace
from the old. familiar pew,
of labor and
cuuiuiauu mr Mumnt
A sad example of the old. supplant of
that
confess
to
seem
we
food;
ma-- i
ed bv the new.
war has passed Into the realm of
mldat
of.au
thn'
in
-i
hn
aU
.
No wife or child eat by him
lerisi
this, summoned to , another ordeiot
dead or far away
wouu-i,ntthought by the return or una
Amid the throng he woe alone on U
Af thm Mvouac of the dead,
BVMWf w
AMd&Btf&f&J
Decoration day.
we realize once more that the man,
with his heart of love and devotion, la
Too weak and lame for walking for above all.
"Vain mightiest fleets ot Iron framed,
many yean of late,
,
guns.
Vain thoe
A friendly auto bore him to the
Unless proud England keep untamed
tons!
her
of
heart
The strong
cemetery gate;
T
i. h natrintiiim and the honor
of men, after all, against the base de
vices of men, that is ine uepeuuw.w
in our
Itwuvu.. Todav. , tomorrow,
memories, the hero of the past tne
soldier who fought tne amousneu
atnnd at Bunker Hill or
at Valley
perished in cold and hunger
oe muciicuu-- )
America
that
migni
Forge
died to "keep- the
Copy of Wrapp.
mM whn
"
VUl(
Union whole" and then tne nero ui
shade,
welcome
in
the
Here, sitting
who offered himself In a cause
He watched tos comraaes today, whit as great as that of Inde
every
, '
come
pendence or of union, neroes Vni.
herbe
heroism achieved; heroes to come,
A piteous few, but keeping step
inscribed on the
be
shall
which
oisms
arum:
ana
Me
hind tht
pages of history now writing in iron
Then, leaning on a marble shaft, his and blood; these are foremost In our
dead wire s arave anxgh,
We decorate graves
thoughts now.
He gave salute and waved his hat as long watered by our tears, ana we un
orate unmade grates, graves yet
the starry flag went oy
'
h
does to the teeth J
, .
There ere mlllloni of people who what
known, of men unknown.
inroogn
Trailer almost daily from the horrors how It eats ngnt
and great things to
have'
We
many
to
decay.
them
causes
blosand
Tk nrnvex were strewn with
of an
Indigestion; aour, enamel then
of tender
,
.. ..... .
J . think of; and in the hours,
of the havoc that must
uuw- au
gassy, stomach; distressing heartburn; Think
exnueu
stomthe
little
In.
the
flags
and
or,
some;
piacw;
add
excess
remembrance
painful be caused by 'sickening
their
town
to
I
His comrades the busy
bloat and that miserable, palled up, achEven If
yon are not suffering any
lnmpy feeling after eating. Many of Immediate stomach pains, but are not
halting steps retraced;
these people have tried treatment after
as fit and fine as you And the dead slept on in silence.be
Just
feeling
medicine;
medicine
after
treatment;
.knnM un ahnniri hv ail means make
ntjiih the flowers of May,
others have gone to doctors and atom-te- n
this test: Go to your drug store at Heedless alike of fife and drum and
some
to
hospitals,
and
specialists
m
dox.
jiaxv
and get a Dig
but In spite of all of their efforts they once
nleaaant-tasting
. t.
Decoration dav:
mw nm nf w
in iin th
have obtained no lasting relief or a Mi.
A bit or
like
them
eat
you
tablets
But, lingering there among them,
permanent cure.'
Candy. HATUHMJ IS prepureu i j
xnese aympunna suuyijr uiw
till red the sunset gleamed,
purpose correcting
stomach. If allowed to run on, they one
v
thn excesa acid. His head sank down upon his
nt
seriof
lot
cause
a
ire very likely to
EATONIO literally absorbs the excess
ous trouble.
Dyspepsia, rheumatism,
breast; he fell asleep ana
acid. It brings Instant relief from
headgout, lumbago, sciatica, splitting
imiioaaHnn. heartburn.
dreamed.
sleepache, dizzy spells, nervousness, melanstomach, bloat,
sour,
gassy
belching,
lessness, mental depression,
the atnmach nure. sweet
cholia, a feeling of llstlessness and cool and comfortable, puts It In a nor- He dreamed of childhood's hour; he
a
few
of
are
Just
these
heard the robtn sing,
yow
to mal, healthy condition, oilso that
the disorders which can be traced
Ton need
hi coat
of
IUUU W
"B
"... And culled again the violets thai
fact,
a
matter
As
can
possibly
you
Is often the direct cause every bit of strength
' blossomed by the spring; ,
out or tne rooa jou
geta rnMkTTn
of those almost Incurable conditions th
vnn
irot
i,AinH
It.
sisters and with brothers, in
InWith
stomach,
known aa catarrh of the
value
off
if
test
you
this
Don't
stomput
the
au havm northern home,
testinal nicer, and cancer of
future good health and happld
ach. The lives of those who suffer your
DO
the
At
all
gather,
watched
He
phfltiA
from these serious troubles are noth- cause EATONIO Is absolutely guar-come.
thunders
heard
its
and
Surely,
wm iq1I of nr vnnr druft
ing short of daily agony.
it Mm a
his sweetheart's
then, you must see how Important
vour
money. Tne His mother's clasp,
refund
win
v
of
seat
the
BjlBb
Is to go at once to the
kiss, still thrilled him as oj
nn tin ffOOd to CB1I Vo
Xou know cost Is a mere trifle.
"
lUUM ,r will
trouble
'
tmre.
that Vfpmorial day- summons
U1IUU
- . than ...they
When proudly down the village Aiucwu...
in,o,ir. tn a closer nnlon
ine emuuuua
street he marched out to me have ever felt before,
fnrpvpr nil sec- "
01 iuib unj
war.
tlonal, all historical differences. They
blend all our local sentiments into one
Hence
ACID-STOMAC- U
He dreamed of soldiers marchin- g- n.onH noaainn nf natrlotism.
forth there should be but one Memo
he saw the deadly fray
rial day In America, North ana tsouui
if o man is wide awake during the
When all
.no homitifni
vpw Naturally
- v. v v.. rtnv in May
VHC
at nigni.
611
when she day he can afford to sleep
do
,
remembered,
be
shAU
did
Myrt
What
heroes
our
Qert
was
homely?
she
In
the
said
interest
out
you
our iouteblrs recalled,
tound
Most of us are willing to take up
vi an nniv invp of country.
: Mabel-- Oh,
she; got real ugly about
Ui UUC nu'.Vue.vu''
'.
our cross, but it must be a gut one.
I
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TaHcts sav "Bayerl"
rNu .u t
rzzn
u.. Ae?rJn in a niil box! Get Bayer package!
UUU I UUJ mv
r
is
only
Got."
your
Dolfi forget that the "Bayer mC 411
A
.ail
coumcuww.
protection against dangerous
Don't fan to say to druggist:
"I want 'Bayer Tablets of Aspirin'
Acnirin

HIaBBBaSB

--

S

in a Bayer package."

The genuine!

Buy only the regular Bayer pack
age with the safety "Bayer
inside.
upon it and on each tablet

(W

vAnfo)inrl(rD,
,

,

'

Tablete cf
The genuine . American . owned ...4Bayer
tvr Pain.
tiiine
Aspirin" have been provea saic uy "
Headache, Nrafoa.. Toothache, Earache, Rheumato,
innuciMi .iie inint -Pains.
Colas,
P?cpS doSge on every "Bayer" package.
mTmm .
- aiBottlas of 100 Also Oapsulsa. .
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dav:
the boy
"Tramo. tramnl" Is. this.....
,
r'
he was, who marches, blithe ana
'
free.
With Sherman and with Sherman's
men through Georgia to the
sent .'
"T.
trnmnr It is the Cmia
Review, and want w looKing
on!
rien "op" tcer iiown,. A 2'jAIt
went out, and night ana aeaw
V

a

came down!

morn
They found him there next
were wet wim
locks
his
ing;
dew.

And his dead face wore a peaceful
smile, as if the angeis Knew
That this brave old Union soldier
hud struck his earthly tent
And marched on to that blissful
shore, where old Elijah went.
Perhaps from that, great camping
ground where shines eiem
Ami

'

He still looks down and waves his
hat on Decoration day.
Annraelatlon of BOOKS.
inveth a book," said the
laann Rarrow. "will never warn

'

on. that

...

-a faithful rnena, a wuumuuw wuuselor, a cheerful companion, au

has

'

'

Memorial , day and , no conxeaeraw
Memorial 'day, no day of the Vorth
and another of the South, but; Amer
ica's ;day and Freedom's day.inaian
apolls. News.
,
p
flC I.1RPRTY
iii i
in
yHwoi. wi ,

rhe
nt raiicc.

'

Kaanlna It Uo. '.
.m marvant nhnlled for a week
end off. s her home was distant, for
the purpose of being at home on her
parents' silver wedding day.
The leave was graniea, auu mo
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Mystery Explained.
amid the blaze and splen
and
dor of his magnificent mansion, . -In his hand he neia we puma.
beautiful woman. His face was pale
con
and haggard, and his Hps moved
,
v..:-vulsively,
-

n

.:.

-

"
What was mis mysier.
"Well," said her unstress, uju yj- the picture of tils departed wife?
.oMafaofnrvf"
.li
to.', it tha nortralt of his dead but
"Oh, yes, tnanK you, urn uiu,
--i
Qiii mother told me to say
v
.remembered daughter.
dearly
'
'
'
Nn.'- she is very grateful to you for letting
What then;- - waa the cause of h
moff."
And what did your iainer suyi haggar.d face? ,
tnax
t
tha ladv.
..hail
. ,
f
rf
Waa It not the Bame portrait
HiU
MriVt
1a
mft'am." reDliea iuo K"1 two minutea ago had fallen from ltt
-"he wasn't there." He's been dead this nail, and raised a lump aa
head!
.
his
.
on
20 years.',' ... ,
hen's egg

ntome&.

-

-
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That Friend 1
A Diagnosis.
uulhor ilnaan't think She'll gO to
A nnAwl
an til a worried lookioa
Uf
thootov with us tonleht Albert
i
ia in an awful con
wifn
tuv
tickets
three
"Is that sol I have got
fat woman an
medium
one?"
a
dltion From
tow ahaii I do with the third
to skin ana du
vou
go
reduced
man
i tn
always
been
tha
has
.
mi..
v
WW
in a ioua aqua,
-- t
.a hntween the acts.,, Hetocan She talks Incessantlysentence
and nevei
-B0 ing voice, beginsata a AV.a aMnlDnT
u
Vat
Sit Wiui ua uuu
ana
inmi
finishes it,
jumps
out and see him" ...
thai
without uttering anything
has the least sense to it"
Camnllmantary to Him.
"H'ml I seel" returned the phy
TTon,it i anked vou. dearest to
Mr. Qabbleby, and taki
kern our enaaaement a secret for the clon. "Go home, line telephone at once
out your party
.muMt
wife baa been listening In on n
flhoT --nninn't helo it That hateful Tourmuch."
Kansas City Star.
too
wasn't
I
reason
Hiss Oldum said the
married was because no rooi naa proLots of people make fortune out el
told her you
posed to me, so I up and
other
people's curiosities.
uruaen.
had. Brooklyn
1

tne storm or nymg
Hfeblood the rank grass of
,ith
southern
plain to the end that
a
many
the Union might not be rent m twain
-- Ji that
tha hnnner oi liberty might
CVUU
float from tha Atlantic to the Pacific
tj
ininpmna a. owai. vuivuw

n.

'
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We have the priceless privilege of
decorating the graves of some 01 ine
DorM'a crrpntpat heroes. We must re
member that heroism Is measured by
sacrifices for a worthy cause, 'xne immortals whose graves we cover with
flnuwra made tne superlative sacriuue.
Amnnir them were young men who
halls in
no
o.ido
w
lUtUGU
"""" frnm ?olleee
nrhioh thev were seeking preparation
tnr a inner life. Among them were
farmers who left every Interest of
heart and hand to serve tne country
wui Anion them were mer
chants who left their merchandise and
mechanics who left their trades, never
tn he taken un again.
ii.mii thpm were boys wno went
frnm nnrents who needed them
as the staff of life In hours when shad
ows were falling. Among inem were
husbands who carried the memory of
a holy kiss and a tearful face they
never were to aee again.
Amnnir them were young men who
had but the day before led to the altar
th nn thev loved dearer than life It
self. And all these went away to face

hir

Sample
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Brave Men Who Fought for. the
Gladly Made the superlative Sacrifice.
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fooiine that accompanies
mch disorders. It is a most valuable tnr indippRtlon or nervous dys-pepsla and uver wouuie,
K..rf..tip inminff nn of food, palpita
tion of heart, ana many ower aymir
toms. A few doses of August Flower
will relieve you, It is a genua
Ask vour druggist Bold In all
dvlllced countries. Adv.
a

V
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irsi

Cuticura Stops
Itchiae ana
Saves the Hair vwsf

j
GREEN'S AUGUST
over
all
household
remedy
a
been
has
half
the civilized world for more than
a century for constipation; Intestinal
troubles, torpid liver and the generally
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Breakfast is Ready
when you have
a package or
aft

fnr.

frni-tnsteful'bl-

wheat a bsrlia
cobkedC
-

Not

of
ready- -

aitoiWastej
last crumb

Usable to the

r

.Usual price 15

per package.
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GbJlup Tin and
Hardware Co,

n

Phone No.
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L. G. Shanklin .
Hardware Furniture

--

y

on the fly

Gold brooch, with
small pearls and small diamond
in the middle. Reward will be
paid for return. Enquire at the
Hart Hardware store.

Wire Fly Swatters, Rubber Swatters, Sticky
Paper, Fly Paste, Fly Powder that sprays
from a box, it kills them
instantly.

-

Man to drive a
WANTED
Ford truck alsojto help in lumber
yard. . Reliable man desired.
Enquire at the Hart Hardware
store.

We Carry Fine, Select !
Groceries of all kinds

J

the freshest of country produce, fruits and nuts ,qf
all kinds, the best of every variety of canned delicacies-nothing
lacking for your table or your culinary
,
preparations.
This store comes about as near meeting every
grocery need as it is possible for any one store to
.
provide.

Iced Tea lime

1

'Sudden Service"
and

Hurry Back
WANTED

4

For Plumbers

Paint and Vainish
Our stock of paint; and
varnish is complete also
have a complete stock of
Alabastine.

LOST

n ll

if "n'

Sneddon & Wood.

IP

.

We have a special blend of tea for making
iced tea.N Try it, you will lilce it

,

One good stone

mason four or five months work.
Wages, $7.00 for 8 hours work.
Address, Ben Haddix, Holbrook,
Ariz.
in 3 2t

N WB

Margaret Young will give
private lessons in dancing at her
Mrs.

residence 213 Hill Ave. She will
fox trot and
teach the
waltz. Phone 231 to make ap'
pointment.
' H. HOLMSON, M. 1).
Physician and Surgeon
Office Commercial Hotel
Telephone 148
one-ste-

The home of high class groceries
Jewelry, Cut Glass
Silverware

r

Are You Thinking of
Building a Home?
If So
We would like to help you
plan it. We feel that we are
competent to plan and erect
a residence or business building in a manner satisfactory
to you no matter what its
style or how cheap or costly
you may wish it to be. We
are interested, not only, in
making a living, but we want
to see Gallup built up with
homes and business buildings which will always be a
credit to the city.
If you
are contemplating anything
in building line we would be
pleased if you would allow
us to call .on you and aid with
any suggestion we may be
able to make, or to draw
plans for you.

WILSON BROS,
213 Aztec Ave.

Phone 293
James Sneddon and family and
Miss Agnes Bowie who has been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Sneddon
expect to leave after school
closes for Bowie,
Col., Miss
e
home
to
visit.
Bowie,
They
will make the trip by auto.
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High class ware and articles that
will fit every need in the gift
line. A beautiful stock of precious stones of every description.
WATCH REPAIRING a specialty. Watch inspectors for Santa
IeR. R. Edison Diamond Disc
phonographs speak for them-
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We WiU Give

selves.

F. W. Wurm

per, ce

Jeweler

o

FUEL
Best lump coal

3000 lbs.

for

$10.0p

We sell only Gibson pure
lump coal, over 4 inch
screen.
Wood -Selected pinon and
cedar, cut stove and
fire place lengths

4

New Mexico Produce

Company
30E

30E
T7V.

n
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On all Ladies, Ready-to-Wea- r
up to June 1st.

2 This includes Suits, Coats, Serge Dresses,
Blouses, Voile and Challie Dresses. We have
a Beautiful line of new Silks and wash Satins,
n also washable Ginghams. . . . . . . .

From $2.25 to $3.50 a yard

Makeo bread that io unexcelled
O

Always up to the highest standard

ii V e buy it in Carload Loto and alvayo
o have a freoh
cupply of thia choice 8

GORDON DRY GOODS CO;
The Home of Hart, Shaffner and Marx Clothing
4
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